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FOREWORD
This paper arose out of an interest in the broader implications of droughts in African countries
and in particular, the droughts in Southern Africa in the mid-I 990s.
The current prospects of an El Ninioeffect in the southern Pacific Ocean, which is forecast to
result again in lower than average rainfall in countries in Southern Africa this and next year, makes this
paper relevant. The paper provides a number of insights into the impact of drought in Southern Africa
in the past and suggests policy options for dealing with future droughts.
It is anticipated that the conclusions from this paper will also be useful for other regions in
Africa and the world.

Alan Gelb
Regional Technical Manager
Economic Management and Social Policy
Africa Region
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ABSTRACT
Although the physical aspects and agricultural impacts of drought and government and donor
responses as well as household coping and survival strategies in the event of drought have been well
studied, little research has occurred on either its nonagricultural or economywide macroeconomic
impacts in Sub-Saharan Africa. This paper reports the findings of an exploratory study intended as a
contribution to filling this gap. A new framework is developed within which to understand the wider
economic impacts of drought and explain why some economies are more susceptible to drought than
others. Findings include the following:
*

Drought shocks have large but highly differentiated economywide impacts. The likely
frequency, scale, and character of these impacts depend on the interaction between
economic structure and resource endowments, as well as on more immediate short-term
effects.

*

Counterintuitively, relatively more developed economies in Africa may be more vulnerable
to drought shocks than least developed or arid countries, in terms of macroeconomic
aggregates and rates of economic recovery. Evidence suggests an "inverted U"-shaped
relationship between the level of complexity of an economy and its vulnerability to
drought.
3
Different
regions of Africa are experiencing different long-term climatic trends, implying
that different regional strategies are required for mitigation and relief of droughts.

*

Although the existence of structural adjustment programs (SAPs) can exacerbate adverse
economic and social impacts of drought shocks, such programs also provide a framework
within which the broader economywide impacts may be more effectively contained.

*

There has typically been little sustained interest in drought mitigation measures on the part
of either governments or donors, except in tenns of improving food security. There is
considerable scope for wider adoption of drought mitigation measures as well as for the
incorporation of the risk of drought into economic policies and planning.
In responding to droughts, financial aid for balance-of-payments and budgetary support
should have the highest priority in more complex Sub-Saharan Africani economies. Largescale, targeted interventions should be the primary modality of response in simple and
conflict-affected economies.
The complexities of economic structure and resource endowmentjustify closer exploration
of the dynamics of highly drought-vulnerable economies by means of economic modeling.
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CHAPTER 1:
INTRODUCTION
The objective of this paper is to present the findings of a preliminary investigation on a large
and complex subject-the impact of drought shocks on Sub-Saharan African (SSA) economies. The
intention is to stimulate debate and encourage further systematic analysis at a country and regional
level.
The study had its origins in an exploration of the implications of drought for food security
policy in SSA (World Bank 1991c), which provoked a fairly consistent response from economists
along the following lines. Droughts have serious social impacts, at worst causing famine and associated
social disintegration. This poses problems for effective relief, which involves early warning and related
preparedness measures to minimize the human costs. It has yet to be established, however, that these
events have economic impacts on a scale that justifies economic responses or modifications in policy.
This prompted an ODI study to explore the scale and character of the wider macroeconomic impacts of
drought in more detail.
The initial working hypothesis for the study was that the economic impacts of drought shocks
were most likely to reflect the intensity and duration of drought as a meteorological event. In the
absence of any previous comparative study, it was assumed, perhaps reflecting a conventional wisdom,
that poorer, low-income countries in SSA, such as Burkina Faso or Ethiopia, were likely to be most
severely affected (World Bank 1991c). An initial examination, however, of GDP aggregates for
countries widely recognized as having suffered intense drought (as summarized below in chapter 3) and
a review of the ways international and bilateral agencies responded to the 1991-92 southern African
drouglht (DHA/SADC 1992, Nowlan and Jackson 1992, SADC 1993b) suggested a more complex
picture, involving a counterintuitive relationship between drought and economic structure. It indicated
that an economy in the early stages of development could actually become more, rather than less,
vulnerable to drought and, therefore, more severely impacted by a shock. In responding to that initial
finding, the main thrust of the study has been to explore evidence on the relationship between drought
and economic structure systematically. This has involved the elaboration of a typology of countries
differentiated by economic structure; an exploration of statistical evidence of the relationships between
drought and macroeconomic aggregates, focusing on six case study countries; and a more systematic
review of international responses to major drought events, particularly the most recent regional crisis in
southem Africa in 1992. In undertaking the investigation, it has been necessary to begin by
conceptualizing and defining drought as an economic rather than physical phenomenon (see chapter 2).

Background: Economics of Drought Is Underresearched
Drought is Africa's principal type of natural disaster. Droughts, however defined, are frequent
and severe in many African countries as a result of the extreme variability of rainfall in the extensive
arid and semiarid areas of the continent and the poor capacity of most African soils to retain moisture.
Widely quoted estimates suggest that at least 60 percent of SSA is vulnerable to drought and perhaps
30 percent is highly vulnerable (IFAD 1994). Moreover, parts of the Sahelian belt have been coping
with an increasingly dry regime; rainfall is significantly below the nornmsof the period prior to the
1960s (Hulme 1992).

1

THEIMPACT
OFDROUGHT
ONStJB-SAHARAN
AFRICAN
ECONOMIES

There has beenlittle researchto date on the economywideimpacts of drought in Sub-Saharan
Africa,either beforeor after, despitethe wider interestof economistsin exogenousshocksas well as
the potentially serious nonagriculturaland macroeconomicimpacts of drought.' The dearth of
investigativestudies appearsto reflectthe fact that droughthas typicallybeen perceivedas a problem
principally of agriculture and, in particular, food supply, with economies automatically and
immediatelyrestored to their long-termgrowth paths with the return of improvedrains. Thus, the
2 and
physical phenomenonof drought, rural householdcoping mechanismsor survival strategies,
governmentand donorresponseshave beenextensivelystudied.Indeed,this body of researchhas been
importantin contributingto a broaderunderstandingof droughtand to the design of more appropriate
reliefand rehabilitationresponses.However,althoughthis researchhas also had importantimplications
at an aggregate level for the macroeconomicand financial impacts of drought, it has not directly
addressedthesetwo issues.
Similarly,the economywideimpacts of droughthave oftenbeen largely ignoredin designing
and implementingdrought managementstrategies.SSA governmentsand the internationalcommunity
have typicallyrespondedto drouglhtsby mountinglarge-scalerelief operations,absorbingsubstantial
4 The primary objectiveof
resourcesboth of the affectedcountriesand of the internationalcommunity.
such operationshas invariablybeento minimizesufferingand loss of human life. Foodaid, muchof it
for use in direct, free distributionprogramswithinthe affectedareas, has bulkedlarge in relief efforts.
For example, some US$4 billion, includingassociated logisticalcosts, in food aid and commercial
grain imports organizedby the goven-mentswas providedin response to the 1991-92 drought in
southern Africa.5 In contrast, the importanceof nonfooditems, such as water equipment,essential
drugs, livestockfeed, and agricultural inputs, has apparentlybeen less fully recognized(Thompson
1993, DHAISADC 1992). Moreover, efforts designed expressly to mitigate the impacts of droughts

prior to their onset have generallybeen accordedeven lower priority. Such responsespartly reflecta
widespreadfailure to perceivedroughtsas a seriousand potentiallylong-termeconomicproblem.
More positively,the responseto the severe 1991-92 drought in southernAfrica was slightly
different,perhaps suggestinga recent increasein awarenessof the economicimpactsof drought. Some
displayeda far greaterwillingnessto providebalanceof
membersof the internationaldonorconmnunity
paymentssupport in responseto this crisis than to any previous drought, partly reflectingconcern
about the threat to ongoingeconomicreformand structural adjustmentprograms (SAPs), to which
6 Indeed, the SAPs implied that several of the
donor agencies had committedsignificantresources.
' Thecomparative
lackof researchin thisareawasoneof themainfindingsof a preliminarystudyat the
World Bank (199 1b).

Forexample,Cheni(1991),Downinig,
Gitu,andKamau(1987),Dr6zeand Sen(1989),Glantz(1987),
Scoonesandothers(1996),and SlheetsandMorris(1974).
3 For example,
Downinig,
Gitu,and Kaman
(1987)-in perlhapsthemostcomprelhensive,
multidisciplinary
reviewofthe impactof a particulardrouglhtin Sub-Salharani
Africa,focusingon the 1984-85Kenyan
drought-lacksanydetailedexplorationof thewiderormacroeconomic
consequences
ofthedrought.
4 For instance,
duringfiscal1984-85and 1985-86,7.5percentof theU.K.aidprogramwasexpendedon the
responseto the droughtand faminecrisisin Africa(Bortoni
and otlhers1988).
5This
approximate
estimateofthefood-related
costsof thedroughtresponsefirstappearedin a U.N.Africa
RecoveryBriefing Paper (Collins 1993),subsequenitly
restatedin WFP(1993:22).The costsof droughtandas foodaidwasapproximately
US$2.5billionin
relatedmaizeand othercerealimportsbygovermiienits
1992-93(MugNvara
1994).
6 For example,
in 1992theWorldBankapproveda US$150millionEmergency
RecoveryLoanto Zimbabwe
and madeadditionaldrouglit-related
modificationis
to creditsof US$50millioni
for Malawiand US$100
2

millionfor Zambia. The U.K. ODA providedbotlhZambia and Zimiibabwe
£10 millioni(approximatelyUS$18
2
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affected economies were already being closely monitored, throwing the economic impact of the drought
into sharper focus than had perhaps been the case in earlier droughts in the Sahel and the Horn of
Africa. They also underscored tlle need for a higher level of contingency planning. Nevertheless, many
other donors continued to overlook or give only limited attention to the economywide impacts of the
drought, such as on foreign exchange availability and government expenditures.

Scope and Purpose
This paper exarnines the economic impacts of drought in more detail and, in particular,
undertakes the following:
*

Assess the factors deternining the scale and nature of the vulnerability to drought of various
types of African economies through an examination of varying drought experiences.7

*

Provide a preliminary assessment of the impact of drought on both productive sectors and
policy targets and objectives.

*

Identify appropriate broad drought management strategies that reflect differences in the impact
of drought in various types of economies.

This paper also draws on the considerable body of literature on economic shocks more
generally. This literature focuses particularly on external shocks, which occur through international
goods and capital markets.8 It provides a wealth of case study materials and insights on factors
determining the impact of shocks, including the role of government and private sector responses. It is
important to note, however, that the impact of external shocks differs substantially from those of
drought, which is an internal shock. Obviously, the inimediate direct impact of the former is typically
much narrower both in terms of the productive sectors and subsectors affected and of their spatial or
geographical impact. In contrast, droughts can affect virtually all aspects of agricultural and other
water-intensive activity and impact on a large proportion of households, private enterprises, and public
agencies, with far-reaching consequences througlhoutthe economy, as explored in further detail below.
Moreover, droughts entail loss of assets in the form of crops, livestock, and productive capital damaged
as a direct consequence of water shortages or related power cuts. A further factor limiting the value of
the general literature on exogenous shocks is that it focuses particularly on commodity prices, which,
as Collier and Guniing (1996) note, commonly involve spikes rather than crashes and so raise a
million) in balanceof paymentssupportfor drouglit-relatedimportsbetweenMarchand June 1992.Some
donors,for example,Germany.modifiedexistingfinanicialassistanceto allow these funds to be usedfor
procurementof drought-relatedfoodand other imports.The UnitedStates alsoorganized large"blended"
packagesof supportfor food importsincludinigexportcredits,foodaid credits and grants to Zamiibia
and
Zimbabweto addressthe direct balance of paymenitsaspectof the drought (Callihanand others 1994).Other
foodaid doniorsalso provideda combiniationi
of programaid to relievebalanceof paymentspressuresas well as
conventionalrelief for distributionito affectedpopulationis.
7 The conceptof vulnerabilityis subjectto maniydifferentconstructions.It is used here to characterizethe
scaleand duration of potential reductionisin aggregateeconomicactivity,sectoralperformance,and other
economicvariablesas a consequienice
of a drouglhtshock.
8 Knignian (1988)further disaggregatesgoods marketshocksas export,import,and exchangerate shocks,all
of which partly dependon price elasticitiesof supplyand demand.Capital marketshockscan be disaggregated
as shifts in the costs of borrowing,in terms of interestrates, inflation(whichin turniinfluencesthe volumeof
extra exportsor forgoneimports necessaryto generatethe foreigncurrencyrequiredto servicethe debt),and
the real interest rate. Constraintson borrowinigcan representa furthershock.
3
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slightly different set of issues and policy decisions. Nevertheless, the literature remains of relevance to
this exploration of the economic impacts of drought.

Method of Study
There are considerable methodological difficulties in constructing nondrought counterfactual
performance and behavior-that is, in isolating the impact of a particular drought shock from
underlying trends and other intemal and extemal factors influencing economic performance. The
specification of counterfactual perfornance and behavior is further complicated by the fact that a
drought affects virtually every aspect of economic life. This paper, therefore, adopts an eclectic
methodology, using a mixture of quantitative and qualitative analysis. The quantitative analysis is
partial, primarily involving an examination of movements around trends, "before and after" impacts,
and forecasts compared with actual performance of key economic indicators. Findings from other
relevant studies are also drawn on, including some that have entailed detailed econometric modeling.
The ODI study iivolved a cluster of empirical investigations whose findings and conclusions
are reflected in this paper. First, a detailed case study was undertaken of the economic impacts of
drought in Zimbabwe since independence in 1980 (Benson 1997, Robinson 1993) complemented by
five much briefer desk-based reviews of the impacts of drought in Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Senegal, and Zambia (Benson 1994). Zimbabwe was selected for detailed study for four reasons:
J

The country has experienced three major droughts since 1980.

*

Its economy is relatively complex compared with most other SSA countries in terms of
intersectoral linkages and significant financial flows. This implies that the indirect impacts
of drought are potentially important and warrant study because they are less easy to
identify. There may also be lessons from the Zimbabwe experience for other SSA
economies at earlier stages of development.

*

The 1992 drought relief operation in Zimbabwe-and in southern Africa more
generally-was far broader thani previous responses to droughts in SSA and involved the
provision of economic assistance as well as emergency food and other humanitarian relief
supplies (Clay 1997).

•

Zimbabwe has a relatively good data set, facilitating statistical analysis of macroeconomic
and sectoral aggregates.

The five countries selected for desk-based review were deliberately chosen to include examples
from the Sahel, East Africa, and southern Africa and also to provide a range of agroecological
conditionisand economic structures to ensure that the findings of the study were broadly applicable to
all drought-prone SSA countries.
Second, because the study was concerned with the relationship between a physical
phenomenon-variability in rainfall (precipitation)-and economic activity through an often complex
set of possible linkages, it involved a "state of the art" review of the regional incidence of drought,
including possible differences in the pattern of rainfall variability and drought risk and whether these
phenomena are changing over time (Hulme 1995).

4
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Third, case studies of two specific policy areas were also undertaken: an examination of the
interlinking issues of drought and cereal market reform in Kenya (Thomson 1995) and of drought and
public expenditure in Namibia (Thomson 1994).
Fourth, in considering policy options for crisis management, mitigation, and preparedness, the
considerable evaluative evidence of the southern African drought in 1991-92 was reviewed. That crisis
has generated the most extensive body of empirical evidence and policy analysis of any recent major
natural disaster. International and bilateral agencies and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), as
well as the governments of affected countries and the regional cooperation agency, the Southern
African Development Commnunity(SADC), variously conimissioned external evaluations, studies, and
meetings to draw out lessons for future policy. It should also be noted, however, that the documentation
that is publicly available provides only an incomplete picture. Intemational financial institutions do not
publish their assessments of operations involving member governments, although their findings are
reflected to some extent in documentation prepared for meetings, (for example, SADC 1993b and
World Bank 1995c). Moreover, few NGOs release retrospective assessments of their emergency
actions, except where required to evaluate their activities as part of their accountability for grants from
public funds (Mason and Leblanc 1993).9

9 The selectionof studiesin the public domainicited in this paper focusparticularlyon Namibia,Zambia,and
Zinmbabwe
and include: Callilhanand olliers(1994), Clayand others (1995), Collinis(1993),Devereuxand
others (1995),Friis-Hanseniand Rolhrbach(1993).Hicks (1993),Legaland others(1996), Masonand LeBlanc
(1993),Mugwara(1994), SADC(1993a).SADC(1993b),Scoonesand otlhers(1996). Seshamani(1993),
Thomson (1994),Tihomiipsoni
(1993),Tobaiwa(1993).WFP (1994),and WorldBank (1995a).
5

CHAPTER 2:
POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF DROUGHT ON SUBSAHARAN AFRICAN ECONOMIES: DIFFERENCES
AND SIMILARITIES
A preliminary review of the impacts of drought in Africa suggests that the interaction between
drought shocks and the economy are complex, rather than direct and straightforward. But, before
exploring that complexity, a working definition of drought that focuses on economic rather than
physical or social impacts is required. These conceptual issues are considered in the next section. The
main factors determining the nature of the interaction between drought and the economy also need to be
taken into account. Those conceming the role of the physical environment, the financial system, and
public policy are discussed below before exploring the relationship between economic structure and
drought in more detail in chapter 3.

An Economic Derinition of Drought
The notion of drought employed for the purposes of this paper is based on a probabilistic
conceptualization, encapsulating concepts of meteorological, hydrological, agricultural, and social
drought to postulate an economic definition. Meteorological drought can be defined as "a reduction in
rainfall supply compared with a specified average condition over some specified period" (Hulme 1995).
In an African context, this is typically a period of a year or more. Hydrological drought pertains to the
impact of a reduction in precipitation on natural and artificial surface and subsurface water storage
systems, thus, possibly lagging behind periods of agricultural or meteorological drought (Wilhite
1993). Agricuiltuiraldrouightis defined as a reduction in moisture availability below the optimum level
required by a crop during different stages of its growvthcycle, resulting in impaired growth and reduced
yields.'° Finally, social drought relates to the impact of drought on human activities, including indirect
as well as direct impacts.
There is a circular element in all these concepts of drought, apart from the underlying
meteorological phenomenon as a forcing mechanism. Therefore, in undertaking the exploratory
investigations reported in this paper, a highly empirical, inductive approach was adopted to establish
whether drought could be regarded as a phenomenon of economic significance and, if so, the likely
probabilistic nature of the impacts and the implied underlying relationships. The resultant definition of
an economic drought reflects these investigations. As with agricultural and social definitions, an
economic drought concerns the impacts of precipitation-related reductions in water availability on
productive activities, including the provision of water for human consumption, rather than water
availability in itself. Recurrent, predictable, seasonally low levels or low mean rainfall in arid areas do
not constitute drought. Such events are associated with well-established, predictable climatological
patterns that occur with a high degree of probability, for example, 80 percent. Thus, these are
numberof otlierfactorscan also play a role in loweringcrop yields, such as reducedinput of fertilizer,
lack of weeding,the presenceof pestand crop diseases,lack of labor at critical periodsin the growth cycle,
unattractiveproducerprices.and overall marketconditioiis.It may,therefore,be difficultto isolatethe impact
of reductionsin moistuirefrom that of otlherfactors.
10 A
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phenomena to which local economies have adapted by selecting less water-intensivetypes of
agricultural and nonagriculturalactivities and by investing in water storage to smooth seasonal
variationsin supply.
An economicdrought, by contrast, involveslow rainfall that is outsidethe normal expected
parameterswith which an economyis equippedto cope. Such an event typically results in sharp
reductionsin agriculturaloutput, relatedproductiveactivity,and employment.In turn, this is likelyto
lead to lower agriculturalexport earningsand other lossesassociatedwith a declinein rural income,
reduced consumptionand investment,and destocking.Meteorologicaldrought may also result in
hydrologicalconditionsthat have a direct adverseimpactnot only on irrigatedagriculturebut also on
nonagricultural production, including hydroelectric power generation (which is an increasingly
importantsource of energyin a numiberof Africancountries)and certainindustrialprocesses,as well
as human water supply. Drouglhtshave additional potential multiplier effects on the monetary
economy:the rate of inflation,interest rates, credit availability,levels of savings, the goveniment
budget deficit, and external debt stocks. Indeed,the combinationof these direct impacts, indirect
linkages, and multipliereffects implies that the economywideconsequencesof a drought may be
considerable.
The probabilisticnature of drought as an economicphenomenonshould be stressed for a
numberof reasons.First, it does not involvea simpletechnicalrelationshipthat can be characterized
with any certainty,second,it is continlgenton the interactionof a meteorologicalevent or anomalywith
the changingdynamicconditionsof an economy.Third,the impactdependsalso on the expectationsof
various economicenterprises-ranging from largely subsistence,peasant householdsto large private
and public corporations,about the probabilityof drought-and the immediateeconomicconditions,
which in turn are determinedby a numberof otlherfactors. These considerationssuggest a working
definitionof an economicdroughtas a meteorologicalanomalyor extremeeventof intensity,duration
(or both), outside the norrnal range of events that enterprises and public regulatory bodies have
normallytaken into account in their economicdecisionsand that, therefore, results in unanticipated
(usuallynegative),impactson productionanudthe economyin general.
Accordingto this definition,a droughtcan, therefore,be viewedas a fomi of internalsupplyside shock-that is, as a severedisturbancecaused by events outsidea country's control that have
nonmarginalimpactson domesticeconomicvariables.
Environmental Diversity and the Rural Economy
Environmentalfactors play an obvious role in determininginteractionsbetweendrought and
economicperfornance. As already indicated,from an economicperspective,a country's vulnerability
to droughtcannotbe viewedmerelyas moreor less synonymouswith its aridity. Countrieswith a high
proportion of arid lands are likely to experiencefrequent and severe drought conditions, thus,
precludingsignificantrainfedagriculturalproduction." Communitiesin such countries,however,are
also likely to have wvell-developed
coping mechanisms;they have adapted to the marginal rainfall
conditions through appropriate investments in water resource management and agricultural practices

" Landareasarewidelyclassifiedin termsofannualmeanpotentialevapotranspiration
(PE),wlhilealso
takingintoaccounlt
elevationandsoil type(LeHouierou
and others1993).Semiaridareas,wherecereal
productionis likelyto be subjectto limitationis
becauseof imloisture
availability,aredefinedin termsof annual
rainfallfallingbelowan averagePE levelof65 percent(R<0.65PE).Aridareasunsuitablefor rainlfed
cereal
cultivationi
underniormial
circumiistanices
representan agroecological
zonedefinedbyR<0.35PE(Hulmiie
1995).
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over time. In contrast,predominantlysemiaridcountrieswith largely rainfed agriculturalsectors are
likelyto experiencenationwidedrouglhtsonly as an extremeevent,as both Zambiaand Zimbabwedid
in 1991-92. Yet other economies,possibly includingEthiopia and Kenya, according to historical
record,are highlyunlikelyto experiencedroughtsthat simultaneouslyaffect most sectorsor regionsof
their agricultural economy. Socioeconomicsystems in these latter two categoriesof countries are,
therefore,possibly less well equippedto cope with droughts.Such systems,however,also imply that
when droughts do occur they may, in fact, have a larger economicimpact in regions less prone to
drought. This view of adaptationto drought,also introducesthe possibilitythat only extreme,more
improbable,droughtsresult in significanteconomywideimpacts.
Long-Term Climatic Trends
Interseasonalor annual variations in levels of precipitationmay fluctuatearound particular
trends or cyclicalpatternsin the longtern, rather than remainingwithincertainstable parameters.The
extent of economicvulnerabilityto drought, therefore, partly depends on the degree to which such
pattenis and trends are both recognizedand taken into account by various economicagents and
decisionrmakers.
The various regionsof Africahave displayeddifferingclimatictrends over the periodsince
decolonization,i.e., broadly,since the early 1960s.Figure 1 comparesthree regions:the Sahel, East
Africa, and southeast Africa.'2 The Sahel has experienceda significantdeclinein average rainfall
levels,definedin termsof a comparisonamongthe threedecadesbeforeand after 1960.In contrast,for
morethan a century,the southeastAfricanregionof southernsunimerrainfallhas experienceda quasi
18- to 20-year cycle of one relativelywet and one relativelydrier decade (Tyson and Dyer 1978).
Meanwhile,the East Africanregionis not affectedby either significanttrends or cyclicalpatterns in
rainfallregime.'-

Forpurposesof statisticalanalysisof rainfallpatterns,the Sahelis definedas theregionlyingbetween9
and 15degreeslatitudeandextendingeastwardto theSomaliborder;EastAfricais definedas Uganda,
Kenya,and Tanzania;and southleast
Africais definedas tlheregionlyingbetween-16 and -26 degrees
latitudeand eastof the23 degreeslongitudinal
line.
]3 In tryingto understand
thevariousweatherpatterns,an associationbetweenregionalrainfallanomnalies
and
theEl Niio/Soutlhern
Oscillation(ENSO)phenomiienioni
hasbeenestablished,
but thisassociation
varies
betweenrainfallzonesandexplainsat miost25 percentof thleinterannualvariationin rainfall(Linidesay
and
Vogel1990).Localand globalseasurfacetemperatures
alsoappearto playa significantrole,althoughthe
precisenattureoftheserelationships
is onlypartiallyunderstood
to date(MasonandTyson1992).
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The distinct regional climatic differences have potential implications for agriculture, water
management more generally, and the possible economic consequences of drought. In some sense the
stationary, if random, rainfall pattemnsof East Africa pose the simplest, most straightforward, drought risk
management problem, because the probability distribution of monthly and annual levels of precipitation can
be calculated directly from historical records. Farmers, water sector managers, and others have a good
grasp of the risks of drought, based on their individual experience (assuming little impact in terms of
environmental degradation); thus, from a long-term perspective, they are able to make rational cropping
and other decisions based on more or less complete information. In contrast, the Sahelian economies have
in effect been confronted with an increasingly unfavorable environment that requires and rewards
adaptation through risk-reducing strategies in the rural economic systems. 14 Meanwhile, the quasi-cycles of
southeastern Africa may pose particularly difficult problems in making appropriate decisions on hazard
management and investment. Decisions based on rainfall or hydrological information, such as river flows or
recharge of aquifers for only part of one or more full cycles (10 to 15 or 30 years) or which assume random
distribution of drought years rather than taking account of the actual rainfall cycle, could involve greater
than intended exposure to drought hazards. The assessment of drought risk in southern Africa is further
complicated by as yet highly tentative indicationisat the level of regional anialysisof small future reductions
in mean annual rainfall and an associated increase in the expected frequency of extreme events such as the
"I in 50 years" drought of 1991-92 (Hulme 1996).

Role of Financial Systems
The evolution of financial systems is not linked in any simple way with levels of GDP. The size
and structure of the private financial sector, involvingbanks, other intermediaries, and elements of a private
capital market, however, will have potentially significant implications for the way an economy responds to
drought and other economic shocks and the types of adaptive behavior available to individual households,
the public sector, and public authorities. Following a drought shock, demand for agricultural credit and
defaults on previous loans are both likely to rise. In countries where extensive formal savings institutions
for small savers exist, substantial internal flows of resources may occur, as those in less-affected areas
transfer remittances to their relatives in greater need, thus, effectively spreading the household impacts of
drought more evenly. Similarly, the CFA franc facilitates transfers between countries within the zone,
making remittances an important source of income to drought-affected rural family members (Reardon and
Taylor 1996). Affected enterprises are likely to face reductions in their financial balances and, therefore, to
seek further loans or extended credit. Increased public sector budgetary pressures and parallel pressures on
the foreign exchange account because of increased public sector imports could also place additional strains
on the financial system, depending on how such gaps are financed. Increased pressure on financial markets
may be partly offset by reduced rates of investment borrowing and by possible declines in private sector
demand for imported raw materials and intennediate goods. There is likely, however, to be some remaining
financial gap, which, depending on how it is met, will have varying implications for the impact of the
drought on the economy.

Role of Public Policy
At independence, most African economies inherited public enterprises with responsibility for
agricultural marketing, electricity supply, water supply, waste disposal, and transport. Public institutions
were also heavily involved in formal human resource development and social welfare provision through
For example.Davies(1995) providessubstantialevidenceof such adaptation,which, at the level of household
and specificgroups.may imiplytransitional stressand impoverishmenit.
14
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education, health, and other social services. Public sector involvement in both agricultural and
nonagricultural sectors increased in the early post-colonial period, bringing many problems of economic
efficiency and public finance, which are now widely recognized. Subsequent economic reforms and the
growth of both inforrnal and regulated sectors have further modified and sometimes reduced the role of the
public sector in the production and distribution of goods and the provision of public services. These gradual
changes imply that the role of the public service and thus the effects of a drought shock have varied both
over time and amnongcountries. For example, parastatal marketing depends to differing and changing
degrees on large-scale commercial production and the surpluses of small-scale, self-provisioning peasant
farmers. The effects of drought shocks may be amplified where marketing depends on the production
surpluses of small-scale farrners, as discussed in chapter 4.
As the wider literature on exogenous shocks indicates, the nature of prevailing policies and
particular policy responses can also play a critical role in determining the precise nature and scale of
impact of an exogenous shock. Conmmodityprice shocks, for example, can generate instability in both
government revenue and the income of private agents (Collier and Gunning 1996). Two decades ago, it was
widely thought that the government should, tlherefore, play a custodial role, seeking to smooth private
incomes in the event of positive price shocks by transferring the volatility to itself.'5 Subsequent research
has indicated that various factors have played a role in determining the quality of management of wvindfall
incomes, including prevailing policies.16 More generally, governments have typically made a range of errors
in mismanaging windfall incomes, in part because of some tendency for government intervention to cloud
infonnation about the precise nature or expected duration of the shock, which in turn has confused the
private sector about an appropriate response.
Similarly, the precise nature of the impact of droughts depends partly on existing policies and
drought-related policy responses, be they to ensure that a government's budgetary targets are reached
despite additional drought-related expenditure or that prior export conumitmentsare met. These issues are
explored in further detail in chapter 4.
There is an important advantage in addressing the effects of a drought compared with many other
forns of shock-namely, that its duration and temporary nature are transparent. Thlis effectively provides
public and private agents with relatively good information about appropriate behavior. There is also,
however, the danger that, as an event that is widely perceived to be beyond a government's control, a
drought will become the automatic scapegoat for any contemporaneous economic woes and will thereby
delay the implementation of appropriate measures to address other, possibly more fundamental economic
problems. For example, by attributing the consequences of underlying economic difficulties to the impact of
drought, the Zimbabwe government may on occasion have adopted inappropriate policies that adversely

affected long-tenn economiiicperformance. The 1982-84 drought coincided with a period of severe balance
of payments difficulties. Davies (1992) argues that the govermnent initially viewvedthese difficulties as
15

This belief was based on one or more of fouirpropositions: (a) that the government is miorefarsighted than the

privatesector and so more likely to conservea windfall.(b) that the social costof taxing windfallsis particularly
lowbecausethe windfallwas not expected.(c) that if windfallincomiie
accruesto the private sector it can cause
inflation.and (d) that if windfall incomeis not placedin govermiienitreserves,it will generate an appreciationof
the real exchange rate (Collierand Guining 1996).Subsequentresearchhas proved that all four propositionsare
poorlyfounided.
16 For example,the Ghanaiangovermiienitincreasedits foreignexchanigereservesduring the cocoaboomby
almostthe entire amounitof the windfall,possiblyas an inadvertentconsequenceof the country's elaboratesystem
of foreignexchiangerationing(Collierand Gunninig1996).
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temporary, arising as a result of the drought. Rather than seeking to address the underlying problems, it,

therefore, employed short-term quick-fix solutions in the fonn of import controls. The 1991-92 drought
could be similarly blamed for the difficulties arisilg during Zimbabwe's recently adopted adjustment
program, thereby helping the govenmmentto sustain the reform process.
To sum up, a preliminary review suggests that the economic implications of a drought shock
depend on a complex set of environmental and economy-specific factors. Nevertheless, the available
evidence suggests that certain features of economic structure are overwhelmingly important in determining
drought vulnerability and that these can be captured in a relatively simple typology of country situations,
which is presented in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 3:
ECONOMIC STRUCTURE AND THE IMPACT OF
DROUGHT
As a preliminaryexercise in exploring the impact of droughts in more detail, the GDP and
agriculturalGDP performanceof a numberof countriesduringyears of widelyrecognizedseveredrought
was examined. Several SSA economies,including South Africa, as well as two other drought-prone
countries,Indiaand Australia,were consideredin the analysis.The resultsof this comparativeanalysisare
indicatedin figure2. This figure plots the changein real GDP attributableto changesin agriculturalGDP
againstthe total changein GDP, comparingyears of severedroughtwith performancein the previousyear.
For example, a 50 percent fall in agricultural GDP in anieconomy in which agricultural GDP had
accountedfor 20 percentof total GDP in the predroughtyear wouldtranslateintoa 10percentfall in GDP
attributableto the declinein agriculturalGDP.
The resultsgeneratedthrew up some apparentlystrangeanomalies,raisinga numberof questions.
Why, for example,was BurkinaFaso locatednear the (x,y) axis, implyingonly a small drought-related
change in GDP, whereas Niger lay toward the far left of the figure indicatingcompensatorygrowth
elsewherein the economy(uraniummines)that partly offset the impactof the drought?Why did some
countrieslie to the right of the 45 degreeaxis, implyingthat droughtswere largelyagriculturalphenomena,
whereasothers were locatedto the left of the line, suggestingthat drought also had adverse impacts on
nonagriculturalsectors? And why had Zimbabwe's positioning on the scatter diagram changed so
substantivelybetweenthe 1982-83anid1991-92droughts?
These preliminary investigationssuggested a complex relationship involving differences of
economicstructure determiningthe severityof drought impacts. Contraryto initial expectations(World
Bank 1991c),theseexplorationssuggesteda counterinituitive
relationship:an economyin the early stagesof
developmentmaybecomemorevulnerableto droughtanidmoreseverelyimpactedby droughtshocks.
Typology of Country Situations
To focusmoreclearlyon the structuralfeaturesof an economythat mediatethe effectsof drought
as a climaticand hydrologicalevent, it has been found useful to developa typologydistinguishingfour
distinctcountrysituationsin termsof the impactof drought'7 :

1 Thistypologybuildson oneinitiallypresentedin NowlanandJackson(1992).Theauthorsproposeda typology
of subsistence,
developing,
andcomplexeconiomics
as a wayofexplainingtheneedfor differentformsof
internationial
responseto assistthedrouglht-affected
econoiiiies
ofsouthernAfricain 1992.
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Simpleeconomies.These are predominantlyrainfedagriculturaland livestocksemisubsistence
economieswith a limitedinfrastructure,low levelsof per capita incomeand high levelsof selfprovisioningin the rural population.To the extent that a modemsectorexists, it has few links
with the agricultural sector. Commodityand factor markets may be incompleteand poorly
integrated,at least at a nationallevel.Thesecharacteristicsmay be further exaggeratedwhere
conflict results in a disarticulationor loss of economiccomplexityin both the real and
monetary systems (Clay 1997).

.

Intermediate economies. These are more diversified economies with economic growth
occurring via the developmentof a labor-intensive,low-technologymanufacturingsector,
typically dependent on domesticallyproduced, renewable natural resources and imported
inputs and capital equipment,but with natural resources still representing a relatively
importantpart of exportearnings.

*

Complexeconomies.Theseare developedeconomieswith a relativelysmallagriculturalsector
and proportionatelysmall forwardand backwardlinkagesbetweenthe agriculturalsector and
otherwater-intensiveactivitiesand the rest of the economy.To date, no SSA countrycouldbe
viewedunambiguouslyas a complexeconomy.

*

Dualistic economies with large extractive, minerals sectors. These are economies consisting

of a "traditional" low (labor) productivityrural economy,entailing a high level of selfprovisioning,which coexists alongside a "modern" economy involvingan export-oriented
sectorcloselyintegratedwith a servicesectorbut which is relativelyimmuneto performancein
other sectors. Droughtwill affect only part of a dualisticeconomyunless the export-oriented
extractive sector is water intensive. Such dualism is a characteristic feature of many SSA
economies, including drought-prone Botswana, Namibia, and Niger, as well as South Africa,
whlichhas the highest GDP per capita in the region.
The varying characteristics of these four types of economies are indicated in more detail in table 1

below.
In reality, the typologyis highlysimplified.There is, in fact, a continuumof cases, as specific
structural characteristicsare not unique to economieslying within a particular category. For example,
Australia is a complex economywith a large mineral sector, whereas India, although falling into the
intermediate category, has substantial industrial sectors. Regional dimensions can also be important. For

instance,Namibia is not particularlyvulnerableto the direct impacts of drought. It is, however, being
closely integratedinto the wider SADC regionwhere drought shocks can have profound impacts, with
ramificationsfor Namibia.
Anothermajor caveat with regard to the typologyis that it ignoresthe fact that economiesare
dynamicratherthan static entitiesand that the impactof a specificdroughtshock is, therefore,partly time
dependent.In particular,economicrestructuring,financialdeepening,urbanization,and increasingregional
integration have all been important trends in SSA in recent years. Regional integration has been

particularlyrapid in southernAfrica,followingthe end of apartheid.Conflict-relatedfactors can also play
a role, as already indicated.Just as conflict involvesa loss of complexityin Somalia and Sudan, for
example,so, after periodsof extendedconflict,Ethiopiaand Mozambiqueare acquiringcharacteristicsof
more complex, intermediate economies, thus, increasing their vulnerability to drought (see below).
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Table 1:

Characteristicsof the four country typology
Simple

Intermediate

Complex

Dual (a)

Per capita income

Low incomecountry

Low/lower-middleincome
country

Higher-middle/higherincome
country

?

Importance& nature
of the agriculturalsector

Predominantlyrainfed, accounting
for 20%+ of GDP & of 70%+
employment

Rainfed/irrigated,accounting for
20%+ of GDP & 50%+ of
employment

Predominantlyirrigatedaccounting
for under 10% of GDP & under
20% of employment

?

Inter-sectorallinkages to
& from water-intensivesectors

Weak

Intensive

Diffused

Weak

Engine of growth

Agricultural sector

Agricultural/non-agricultural
sectors

Non-agriculturalsectors

?

Level of infrastructure &
market development

Weak

Medium

Strong

?

Stageof financial market
development

Weak, largely informal

Medium

Strong

?

Vulnerabilityto primaty export
commodityprice shocks

High

Medium

Low

High

Traderegime

Semi-open

Semi-open/open

Open

?

Qualityof managementof
natural resources

Poor

Fair

Good

?

Spatial impact of drought

Largely rural, confinedto immediately affected regions

National, affectingurban as well
as rural population

Largely rural, confinedto immediately affected regions

Rural

Main source of funding of
droughtrelief programme

Donors

Domesticgovernment/donors/
privatesector

Domesticgovernment/private
sector

?

a Dual economies include low (eg, Niger) and middle income (eg, Botswanaand Namibia) economiesand so display a range of characteristics with regardto some aspects of their economies
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Nevertheless, the typology remains useful in focusing attention on how drought shocks interact
with different types of economic structures. The precise nature of the impact of drought in the different
country typologies is explored in further detail below.

Impacts of Drought
The initial direct or physical effects of drought on the productive sectors are similar regardless of
the type of economy, although the relative and absolute magnitudes of each shock will depend on specific
country characteristics. A decline in rainfall has an initial adverse impact on the agricultural and livestock
sectors, on hydroelectric power generation, and on other water-intensive activities. Domestic availability of
water is also restricted; this has implications for health and household activities, including the time required
to collect water. Increased competition for more limited water resources may also occur, possibly
necessitating controversial policy decisions (for example, on the relative allocation of water resources to
hydroelectric power generation and irrigation).
Drought shocks then have a range of second round and subsequent effects, the nature and
magnitude of which depend on particular country circumstances, as explored in further detail below. For
example, declines in relatively water-intensive output may constrain the productivity of related sectors and
subsectors as well as of irrigated agriculture. Some loss of eamings may occur as labor is laid off, overtime
bans are imposed, and shorter shifts are worked, in turn reducing demand in the economy. Shortages of
food and other goods may drive up the rate of inflation, although partly offsetting losses in agricultural
value added. Budgetary and external trade balances may deteriorate, whereas external debt shocks increase.
The broad schema of these impacts is indicated in figure 318
Drought may also exacerbate income inequality, undermining efforts to achieve equitable and
sustainable development (see box 1). Although short-term changes in patterns of income distribution are
difficult to demonstrate quantitatively, the increasing priority accorded by the intemational community to
poverty reduction is reflected in more systematic research on the effects of economic shocks, including
drought, on poorer groups and regions (Reardon and Taylor 1996).
S'imple Econiomies
The economic impact of drought is largely felt via its direct impact on the agricultural sector. This
is reflected in substantial percentage declines in GDP, agricultural exports, and employment opportunities
as well as in widespread sale of assets. Because of the relative importance of the agricultural sector, the
overall economic impact of drought may be particularly great. Severe drought also results in widespread
nutritional stress, higher morbidity, and, possibly, higher mortality. However, because of weak intersectoral
linkages, a high degree of self-provisioning, relatively small nonagricultural sectors, and often poor
transport infrastructure, the multiplier effects through the rest of the economy are fairly limited; they
largely occur througlh a decline in consumer expenditure. The effects of drought are likely to be
concentrated in the rural economy.

The flow chart deliberatelyabstractsfrom the "social" consequencesof drouglht.Suclheffectsare not directly
consideredbecauseof the methodologicaldifficultiesentailedin tryingto incorporatetlhem.
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Figure 3: Transmission of a drought shock through an economy
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Box 1: Impact of Drought on the Distribution

of Income

Drought shocks can have differing impacts for various socioeconoumicand geographically located
groups, with potentially significant implications for the pattem of income distribution, as in the
followinig examples:

*

Differential impact of drought on em1ploymiient
opportunities among sectors and subsectors; certain
subsectors, such as mining and some service industries, are relatively immune (assuming an
adequate electricity supply) (Robinson 1994).

.

Differential impact of drought on the supply of and returns to labor in the fornal and informal
sectors. For example, Berg (1975) argues that rural-urban migration during the 1972-74 drought
in the Sahel resulted at first in increased movement of labor into the urban informal sector. This
reduced returns to labor in this sector, whereas wages in the fonnal sector, which were protected by
statutory iiinimitmwage regulations, increased substantially.

*

Varyingdegrees of vulnerabilitywithinlsectors.Within the agriculturalsector,peasant fanners are
likely to be more vulnerable to drouglht because of their predominant involvement in rainfed
agriculture and their greater concentrationi in less favorable climatic regions. As a consequence,
they are likely to face miucli greater relative loss of assets, thus, widening disparities between
small- and large-scale commercial producers. For similar reasons, pastoralists with limited
numbers of livestock may be affected worse thani large-scale commercial cattle farmers (Devereux
and others 1995: Scoones and others 1996).

.

Differential impact of drought between urban and rural areas. Drought may entail a two-way
redistribution of income between niral and urban households, although rural to urban flows
probably dominate. These occur most fundamenitally via the greater deterioration in terms of trade
suffered by rural households and the potenitially severe impact of drought on their main source of
earnings. However, where some members of a family have migrated to towns and cities, these
losses may be partly offset by increased flows of urbani-rural remittances (Hicks 1993).

*

Differential impact of drought among regions depending on rainfall levels, catchment areas of
major supplies of water, and the relative importance of water-intensive activities in each region.
Ease of access to relief supplies relative to need may also vary amonig regions (Downing and others
1989).

*

Gender dimenisions in the event of death. If a male head of household dies, according to customary
laws amonig, for example, the Tonga of Zambia (Ainsworth and Over 1994), the widow has no
entitlement to any of the household's possessions. More generally, female-headed households (in
which there is no absent male sending remittances) often fare worse, in part reflecting their
typically smaller resource base (Bonitatibus and Cook 1996).

Drouglht slhocks may also have long-term implications for income distribution-for example, owing to
the wide-scale sale of assets by low-income hotuselholdsat prices significantly below the nondrought
nonn. Tlhis, in turn, for instance, can have implications for demand for education in some countries.
For example, in Zimbabwe goats are often kept as a forn of savings to pay for secondary education
(Hicks 1993). However, a numiiberof houselholds were forced to sell their goats to sustain short-teni
levels of consutmptioniin the aftermath of the 1991-92 drought shock.
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Recovery is relatively fast. Assuming the timely availability of sufficient seed, draft
animals or agricultural machinery, other agricultural inputs and tools, and predominantly annual
cultivation cycles, the restoration of good rains can restore levels of GDP to predrought levels
almost immediately, although recovery will be slower in the cases of livestock production and of
sugar cane, coffee, and other crops with a multiyear production cycle. However, drought may leave
a legacy of higher levels of intemal and external debt, larger balance of payments deficits, and
reduced and less equitably distributed capital assets, such as livestock and household items.

Intermediate Economies
The effects of drought are diffused more widely through the economy, reflecting greater
overall integration and stronger intersectoral linkages than displayed in simple economies.
Droughts affect the (larger) manufacturing as well as agricultural and livestock sectors, as the
lower domestic production of agroprocessing inputs reduces nonagricultural production, while
forcing up input costs. Intermediate goods are also likely to form a larger share in total imports,
implying that any drought-related import squeeze will have additional, multiplier implications for
domestic production. Meanwhile, consumer purchasing power is likely to decline owing to some
combination of higher food prices, job losses in both agricultural and nonagricultural industries,'9
nominal wage freezes, and the reduced availability and higher cost of credit. Falling markets, rising
input costs and possibly higher interest rates can also result in delayed investment in new capital
and teclnology, with long-term growth implicationis.
In the aftenrath of a drought, as in a simple economy, the agricultural sector will recover

relatively quickly. However, recovery of the maniufacturingsector may be slower because of the
combined impacts of such difficulties as continued input shortages, in turn reflecting ongoing
foreign exchange problems-and only a slow pickup in demand (see box 2).
The structure of finailcial sectors and govenimneit financial policy are also likely to be
more important in shaping the impact of a drought shock than in a simpler economy. The
govenmmentis itself likely to meet a larger share of the costs of the relief efforts, rather than relying
almost entirely on intemational assistance. This will be financed by some combination of the
reallocation of planmedexpenditure, govenimientborrowing, and monetary expansion, with various
indirect long-tenn implications, as discussed in further detail in chapter 4. Large interannual
fluctuations in economic perfornance, such as those that drought causes, can also create economic
management difficulties, for example, in controlling public expenditure.
Intermediate economies typically have more developed, economywidefinancial systems for
the flow of funds, including small-scale private savings and transfers, which also diffuse the impact
of drought more widely. For example, the transfer of remittances from urban- to rural-based
members of households was facilitated by the well-articulated system for small savings in
Zimbabwe in the aftennath of the 1991-92 drought. This mitigated the impact of the drought on
the rural areas but at the same time effectively spread its impact more widely, including into urban
areas (Hicks 1993).
'9 Reductions in demand for labor are unilikely
to be fiullyreflected in official statistics, because these
effects are partly addressed throuiglhrestrictions on overtime, slhorterworking shifts, and laying off of
casual labor. Contract labor may also be laid off but permanienitlabor forces may be protected by stringent
emlploymnenit
regulatioiis suichas significanitredunidanicypaymenits,wlhiclhprevent large declines in formal
sector etnployiimeint.
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Box 2: Impact of Drought on the Manufacturing Sector in Zimbabwe
Largelyas a result of the 1991-92 drought.ZimbabweanimanufacturingoUtpuitdeclined by 9.5 percent
in 1992. The drouglhtalone led to a miniimumiiii
25 percent reduction in the volume of manufacturing
outputand a 6 percent reductioniin foreign currencyreceiptsfrom manufacturedexports or a 2 percent
reduction in total export receipts. The textiles (including cotton ginninig), clothinigand footwear,
nonimetallicmineral products, metal and metal products, and transport equipmiientsubsectorswere
particularlybadly affected.The drought impactedon the manufacturingsector in a variety of ways:
*

Watershortages. Most municipalitiesimposedrationing; particularlysevere water shortageswere
experiencedin the cities of Mutare, Chegtutu,and Bulawayo.

*

Electricitv shortages. Reduced hydroelectricproduction (see box 4) resulted in load shedding,
rationing, and increased electricity tariffs affecting the whole country. Load shedding imposed
particular costs on subsectorswitlhbatch or conitinutious
processing,wlhereasthe systemof rationing
discriminiated against smuallermanufacturers.

*

Input supplv difficulties. Shortages of agricultural inptuts to the manufacturing sector were

experienced,with adverse implicationsfor most agroprocessors.However, larger food processing
companies,suiclhas grain millers, increased productionias imports were clhannieledthrough urban
plants rather than processedin smaller niral plants. Similarly,the meat processingindustry faced
increasedsupplyof inputsas the drouglhtforcedup slauglhteringrates.
*

Reductions in dlemtand.Demandfor botlhagricutlturalinputsand other basic consumergoodssuch as

clotlhingand footwearfell, partly due to the contractionaryeffects of the drouglhtand an ongoing
strmcturaladjustmiienit
program, as well as increased penetration of the Zimbabwe market by
competitiveimports followingrecent trade liberalization.
*

Macroeconomic conditions. Higher government domestic borrowing, in part to finanice drought-

related expendituire.Ihiglherrates of inflationi,and higlher nominal interest rates created an
unfavorable operating enviroimient. Subsectors in which working capital requiremiienits
had
increasedsharply becauseof parastatalprice rises (e.g., for steel)were particularlyseverelyaffected.
Partly as a consequienceof the drouglht,the Interniationial
FinaniceCorporationidentified the Zimbabwe
Stock Market as the worst performer of fifty-fourworld stock markets in 1992; it had a 62 percent
decline in value. Althouglh increased costs of productioniwere partly passed on to consumers,
maniufacturers
faced a deteriorationin their financialviability.
S,ource:Robinsoni(1993).

In addition, althouglhthe extent of absolute poverty is likely to be lower In an intermediate
than simple economy and the nature of houselhold vulnerability to drought is likely to have
changed, it may not necessarily be much reduced. There will still be some subsistence farming.
Furthernore, vulnerability does not depend solely on levels of poverty in nondrought years but also
on the ability of households to cope with drought and other adverse conditions. Development
involves some degree of specialization, a declile in self-provisioning and fuller integration into
markets and fina-uncial
systems, altering but not necessarily reducing a household's vulnerability to
drought (Clay 1997).
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complex Econonies
The impacts of a drought are relatively easily absorbed in more complex economies, in
part reflecting tlle typically smaller contribution of the agricultural sector to GDP, exports, and
employment (see box 3).20Water resources are also likely to be better managed. The likely scale of
impact of drought shocks in such economies is illustrated by Australia's experience during the
1982 and 1994-95 droughts. In 1982 agricultural output, which had represented 5.2 percent of
GDP in 1981, fell by 29 percent, but GDP declined by only 2.8 percent (Hogan and others 1995).
In 1994-95, although fann production alone fell by 9.6 percent in gross value terms, simulations
indicate that this latter drought reduced the forecast rate of economic growth from 6.4 to 5.2
percent in 1994-95 and from 4.4 to 4.0 percent in 1995-96. The lagged impact of the drought
reflected lower wool and cattle production, in tum, due to a reduction in herd size.
Complex economies are typically both more open and have fewer foreign exchange
constraints, facilitating the import of nornally domestically sourced items in the event of a drought,
without forcing a decline in other imports. Real exchange rates may appreciate marginally as the
price of agricultural commodities increases, but this will probably be temporary.
Average per capita incomes are higher and food items account for a smaller percentage
share of total household expenditure, implying that, even if the prices of drought-affected food
products rise, the purchasing power of most groups will not be significantly altered. Thus, the scale
and cost of relief programs will be limited, avoiding any substantial increase in governnent
domestic or external borrowing. However, that small segment of the population that is affectedlargely farmers in drought-affected areas-may be severely hurt in terms of loss of income, assets,
and savings.21
Dualistic Economies with Large Extractive Sectors
Some drought-prone economies in SSA exhibit a high degree of dualism; they have a large
capital-intensive extractive sector that features significantly in the trade account but is weakly

linkedwith other sectors of the economy.SomeAfrican economieshave achievedrelativelyhigh
per capita levels of GDP through development of such sectors, underlining the fact that there is no
linear model of development.
Unless the extractive sector is water intensive and fails through lack of investment or poor
management to insulate itself from fluctuations in water supply, the economic impact of drought in
such economies is likely to be limited to variability in the agricultural sector and have only limited
multiplier effects. Thus, the macroeconomic impact of drought appears small, similar to what is
true in a complex economy. But this impressioniis deceptive, overlooking the profound impacts

For example,Californiaexperiencedsix consectiiveyears of droughtbetween 1987and 1992.The
1990droughtalone resultedin estimatedagricultturallossesof US$450million. However,only one
subsectorof the urban econoniy--4heurban landscapegardeningindustry-was seriouslyaffected
(Califomnia
Departmentof WaterResources1991).
21 For example.Purtill and otlhers(1983)estimatedthat farm incomesfor Australia's "broadacre"
propertiesfell by an averageof 45 percent durinigthe 1982-83 drought,with declinesas higlhas 96
percent in Victoria.Debt hleldby drouglht-afflicted
farms increasedfourfoldduring the period between
June and Noveiiiber1982. The drouglhtalso resultedin a 2 percent fall in employmenitnationiwide.
20
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Box 3: Modeling the Economic Impact of the 1992 Drought in South Africa
The agricultural sector accounls for a relatively small slhare of GDP in Soutlh Africa. In 1991, for
example, it accounted for 6.6 percent of GDP, a level similar to that in the United States and Australia.
However, as comipared witli other complex drouglit-pronie economies, the sector provides a relatively
important source of employmenlt. During 1985-88, 13.6 percent of the South African workforce was
employed in agriculture comipared witlh 5.5 percent in Australia and 3.0 percent in the United States.
Tlhus, drought miglht be expected to have a relatively greater impact oii, for example, domestic private
savings and demanid.
The Reserve Bank of South Africa developed a macroeconomiiicmodel to examine the impact of the 1992
drouglht (Pretorius and Sinal 1992). Tlhe model is based on the Keynesian income expenditure approach.
It incorporates the supply side of the economiythrough a numiiberof equations modeling the value added
by different output sectors; supply side constrainits are determined by full employment of the labor force
and fixed capital stock in a neoclassical production function. The agricultural multiplier was calculated
at 1.6 for the counltry overall, althotuglhit could be higlher in predominanitly agricultture-oriented rural
areas.

The predictive powers of the model were broadly correct after adjusting for the fact that the decline in
agricultural GDP was twice the level assumliedin mnning the model. The simulation results indicated
that a 14 percent decline in agricultuiral sector value added would result in a 1.8 percent decline in GDP,
of wlhiclhI percent would be direct and 0.8 percent indirect impacts. In reality, agricultural GDP fell by
27 percenit whereas GDP declined by 2.4 percenlt. The decline in agricultural GDP directly accounted for
a 1.5 percent fall in GDP. The direct impact of reduced rainfall oni the manufacturing sector was
comparatively limited; output declined by only 3.3 percent because past investment in urban water
supplies effectively assured the availability of water. The other computed effects incluided falls of 1.8
percent in real disposable incoimie,0.5 percent in consumption expenditture (due to lower disposable
income and hiigherfood prices). 5 percent in gross domestic saving, and an incremental rise in the rate of
inflation of 0.8 percent. Constumiier
expenditture actually fell by 0.9 percent, and gross domestic savings
fell by 8.4 percent. The model also estimated a 0.5 percent decline in gross domestic investment, but a
muclhhigher fall of 4.2 percent was experienced.
The drouglht necessitated maize imports totaling some Rl,725 million (US$604 million) between April
and December 1992 alone; imports continuied into 1995. Maize export earnings fell by an estimated
R365 miillion, with furtlher declines in other agricultural exports as well as an estimated R335 million
drop in exports from related sectors. However, lower domestic demanid as a consequence of the drought
was expected to reduce nonagriculttural imports by Rl,200 million. Meanwlhile, the drought was
estimated to hiave resulted in thle loss of 49,000 agricultural jobs and 20,000- formal sector jobs in
noniagricultural sectors. Farmers' indebtedniesswas also expected to have risen, ctuttinigsome farmers off
from access to furtlher credit.
within the agricultural sector on which the majority of the population remains dependent.
Droughts can result in a considerable intensification of food insecurity, water-related health risks,
and loss of livelilhoods in the agricultural sector. Howvever, in contrast to simple economies, the
broad revenue base and the scope for maintaining financial stability provided by taxing the
extractive sector offer considerable opportunity for countervailing measures.2 2
For example, in Botswana in 1982-87 (Dreze and Sen 1989) and in Naiiibia in 1992-93 (Thomson
1994), the macro aggregate and trade accouniteffects of drouglhtwere modest and governments had the
resoutrces to finance substantial relief programs. The Botswana example is particularly exceptional,
because it has maniagedits diamonid revenuieextremely well, treating high as well as low prices as
22
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slhocks.
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The

"Inverted UJ" Relationship

In summnary,this chapter has proposed that features typical of a simple economy
effectively contain the economic effects of drought, with the impact largely felt at the rural
household level and within the infonral economy. As an economy develops, with diversification
into the manufacture of teclnologically simple products utilizing domestically produced raw
materials, growth in financial and commodity markets, and an expansion of the monetized
consumption base and nonagricultural sectors, its economic vulnerability to drought shocks
initially increases. Agricultural eamings increasingly take the form of cash as households grow a
smaller proportion of crops for their own consumiiption,again spreading the impact of any
downturn through the economy. The accompanying specialization of labor and the breakdown of
community and extended fanmilyties may reduce the ability of households to adapt to temporary
shocks. In the later stages of development, vulnerability to drought shocks then declines again as
the agricultural sector becomes decreasingly important both in GDP and as a source of
employment, also implying weaker forward and backward linkages between the agricultural sector
and the rest of the economy. Suclheconomies are also relatively more open and do not face major
foreign exchange constraints, ensuring that any domestic shortfalls can be met through imports
without affecting other trade flows.
This conceptualizationi of drought and economic structure contained in the stylized fourcountry typology together witlh the evidence presented in figure 2 suggest a challenging
hy'pothesis-that there is an underlying "inverted U"-shaped relationship between the
macroeconomic impact of drouglhtand the overall stage of economic development of a country.2 3 In
other words, the economic impact of drought increases during the earlier stages of development
before declining as an economy becomes more developed rather than, as conventionally assumed,
continuously declininigas an economy becomes increasingly complex. In an African context, this
hypothesis would appear to have become increasingly relevant over time. Economic thinking has
shifted away from highly regulated to more market-oriented policies, implying that the impacts of
drought as well as other exogenous shocks are increasingly felt in the domestic economy.
Moreover, some African economiiieshave achieved relatively good progress in their economic
development over the past two or three decades, making the experiences of intennediate economies
increasingly relevant to some countries. Higher oil prices have resulted in increased investment in
hydroelectric power generation, whereas rising populations have placed ever greater demands on
limited water resources.

Kuznets' "iinvertedU" hypothesiswasbased on evidencethat relativeincomiie
ineqtualityrises during
the earlier stagesof developmenit.reachesa peak, and tlhendeclinesin the later stages (Kuzaiets1955).
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CHAPTER 4:
DROUGHT AND THE ECONOMY: SOME
PROVISIONAL FINDINGS
This chapter prescnts the findings of an exploratory investigation of the evidence on the
factors determininigthe econiomiiic
impact of drought shocks (chaptcr 3). Evidcnce is examined on
the overall impact of disasters, wlhereas a range of both exogenous, exterinally determined, and
domestic factors lying withiln the control of policy makers and othcr econolmicagents that can
influence the outcome of a severe drought shock are also considered. The interactionisof drought
shocks and stnictural adjustment are explored separately in chapter 5.

The Role of Ecoioimic Structure: The Southern Africaii Drought of 1991-92
The initial evidence on a complex intcractionibetween drought and economilicstructure and
a possible "invei-tedU," as presenitedin chapter 3, was merely suggestivc. The process of selecting
countries for inclusion in figure 2 wvassubjective and unisysteimiatic.reflecting the investigators'
awarenless of recent major drought events. A comparison of a set of economies simultancously
impacted by the same event wotild provide a more rigorous test of the validity of thie relationship.
The 1991-92 soutilerinAfrican drought comes closest to providing such a test, recognizing that this
droughitimpacted withivaryinigseverity on different countries in the region.
A scatter diagramiisimilar to that in figure 2 was, thcrefore, constructed to explore the
differential impacts of this droughit(figure 4). The hypothesized country typology would imply that
predomiiianitlyagrariani raintfedeconomiiiesvould be expected to lie to the right of the 45 degree
axis, because drought principally impacts the agricultural sector, while leaving other sectors
largely unaffected. This is confirmied by the positioninig of Malawvi,Zambia, Mozambique, and
Swaziland. More complex economies wvouldbe expected to be situated to the left of the 45 degree
axis, drought would adverselv impact not only agriculture but also on othcr sectors, as confinred
by the positioning of Soutil Africa and Zimbabwe. South Africa is also located nearer to the (x,y)
origin, as wvouldbe expected given its highier stage of economic development. In contrast, the
perfomiance of dualistic economies is indeterminate, dependinig on the perforimianiceof the
extractive sector. In fact. Botswaniaand Namibia experienced strong growthi in 1992, despite the
weak performiance of their agricultural sectors. Thus, the evidence for the 1991-92 southern
African droughit wvouldbroadly appear to confirimithe validity of the country typology and
-invertedU" hypothesis.
Furthierexaminiationiof the 1991-92 southicrinAfrican drought also highilighitsan important
temporal difference in the economiiicimpact amonig the various economics. Recovery in rainfed
agrarian economies largely depended on the returin of good rains and the timely and adequate
provision of agricultural iniputs.However, recovery in more diversified developing economilieswas
slower. requirilig increased supplies of inputs to industries anid a recovery in
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Figure 4:

Impact of the 1991/92 southern African drought on GDP and
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effective demand and crcdit markets. This difference is captured by considering changes in
real GDP attributable to changes in agricultural GDP against changes in GDP for major southern
African economies between 1991 and 1993 (figure 5). In both Zimbabwe and South Africa, the
noniagricultural sectors continued to depress GDP in 1993, despite more rapid recovery of
agricultural output after a favorable rainy season. For example, in Zimbabwe maize production
rose to a five-year high in 1992-93, encouraged by incentive prices and a massive free input
program for small farmers and good rains. In contrast, the country's nonagricultural sector
remained depressed by lack of demnand,high nominal interest rates, and tight credit conditions,
in part a result of the drought (Benson 1997). Thus, although agricultural GDP grew by 48
percent in 1993, manufacturing output declined by 8.3 percent to its lowest level in real value
terms since 1987, whereas overall GDP rose by only 0.9 percent. In the less complex
economies of Malawi and Zambia, the agricultural sector accounted almost entirely for
fluctuations in overall GDP. Namibia demonstrates how performance in the agricultural sector
may have little impact on overall GDP in a dualistic economy with a large extractive sector.

Economic Sensitivity to Drought: Country Case Histories
The remainiderof this chapter focuses on further empirical and qualitative evidence on the
economic impacts of drought in the six case study countries indicated in chapter 1, with some
2 4 Two of the countries considered, Burkina
additional rcferences to Namibia's drought experiences.
Faso and Ethiopia, can be stylized as simple economics. In both, as in many other SSA countries,
the agricultural sector forms a particularly substantial part of GDP and the population is
overwhelmingly rural. Kenya lies somrewhcreon the marginibetween a simple and an intermnediate
economy; it has an important diversified agricultural sector as well as a relatively large services
sector. Almost two-tliirds of microcnterprises (includinigforestry and textiles) are directly based on
agriculture (Block and Timmer 1994), but the manufacturing sector is still relatively small.
Senegal. the one lower middle-inicomiie
country considered, also has some characteristics of an
intermiiediateeconomiiy;it has relatively strong intersectoral linkages reflecting past French colonial
policy. Zimbabwe, whiclhhas one of the more developed maniufacturinigsectors in SSA, is the only
economy that can be uLnamiibiguously
classified as an intermiiediateeconomiiy.Zambia is essentially a
dualistic, extractive economy. It has historically depended on copper production, particularly as a
source of export earnings. Namibia's mininig sector (primarily involving the extraction of
diamonds, uranliumii.
copper, lead, and zinc) also accounted for arounld a third of GDP in the 1980s
as well as three-quarters of export carnings.

The disconitiiuitiesresultinigfrom conflictand recentindependenice,
beforewlhiclhNamibia wvasclosely
integratedwith SouthlAfrica, wverelthereasonsfor not unidertakinig
a quanititativehiistoricalanalysis.
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Figure 5: Economic performance and the 1991-92 drought in southern Africa
(indices, 1991=100)
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Charting the economic impact of drought in the six case study countries in deviations in
GDP and agricultural sector products from overall trends confirms significant differences in the
vulnerability of the economies to drouglht(appendix figures 1-6).25
However, it also raised certain questions about other factors, beyond economic structure,
influencing the outcome of drought events. The most striking correlation was indicated in the case
of Zimbabwe, particularly since the early 1980s. In contrast, the Kenyan economy showed
surprisingly little sensitivity to rainfall.
These relationships were explored more systematically using ordinary least squares
regression teclniques .26 Reflecting the definition of drought given in chapter 2 and the sometimes
considerable agroecological variability among countries, more sensitive country-specific drought
indices than those used in appendix figures 1-6 were developed. These indices were based either
on rainfall in the main food-growing regions of a particular country, where relevant data were
readily available, or on the yields of a country's main food staples. The drought indices used
together with the regression results are indicated in appendix table 1 27 An asymmnetricrelationship
between economic performance and rainfall wvasalso assumed; above mean rainfall had no impact
on the economy. This assumption was captured by constructing the drought indices as below
period mean level indices. The analysis distinguished between the 1970s and 1980s to capture any
changes over time in the drought sensitivity of economies.28

Time trendswere calculatedfor each coutliryfor the period shownin each graph. Deviationsin GDP
and agriculturalproductsfromithese trends were plottedagainst deviationsin national rainfallfrom a 30year mseanlevel. Varyingtime frameswere used for differentcountries,dependingon availabilityof data.
For Zimbabwe,rainfalldata were availableon a monitlilyrather than annual basis. The rainfallindex,
therefore,laggedby six moniths,providinga more appropriaterainfallindex becausethe main agricultural
seasonextendsfrom arounidNovemberthrouglhto Marchiand so spans two calendaryears.
26 The specificationof the regressionequationswas higlhlysimplified,ignoringotlherkeyfactors
determininigeconomicperformancestuchas the terms of trade or major politicalupheavals.However,
fuller modelingof the determinianits
of economuic
performancewas beyondthe scopeof this study.
27 Difficultiesin defining droughtsare demonstratedby estimiates
of the severityof the 1983-84 drought
in Ethiopia.One sourceindicatesthat, during 1983-85. 30 percent of farmlandsat most were affectedby
drought (Kebbede1992).Anothersourcestates that thledrought "encompassedno less than 12 out of the
country's 14 regions"(RRC 1985).A tlhird,focusingon timingof rainfall, stated that in 1984"the
climaticconditionsrangedfrom unfavorableto catastrophicthroughotutthe country";there were no dry
seasonshowers,first slhortrains failed, and the beig rains were both delayedand stoppedearly (World
Banik1985b).The perioddurinigwhiclhrainfall is measturedis also imiportant.For examiple.in Zambia
anniualrainfallexceededthe previousyear's level in 1991-92 in miostgrowingareas and did not
constitutea "meteorologicaldrouglht."However,ilie rains ended early,with low levels of rainfall in
February1992.This had a critical effecton maize productioni,whichis mostvulnerableto moisturestress
in Januaryand February(Riley 1993).and a nationaldrouglhtcrisiswas officiallypronounced.
28 This choice of periodsis somewlhat
arbitraryand miaynot entirely reflectuniderlyinig
economiictrends.
For example,in the case of Zambiadeclinlingcopperexportearningsfromithe miid-1970shad a major
economiicimlpacton the wholeeconomiy,miostimiportanit,
via the impacton exportearinigs. However,for
the purposesof comparisoniamonigeconomiiies,
it was decidedto considerapproximzately
commonperiods
25

of analysis. In the case of Ethiopia. the 1974 revolution resulted in a major restructuring of the economy,
implying that a comparisoni of the 1970s and 1980s wvouldprobably be invalidated by the nonneutral
policy environimenit.The analysis, thierefore,focused on the period 1974-75 to 1990-91 overall.
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Thie results indicate th-at both GDP and agricultural GDP have displayed some sensitivity
to downward fluctuations in rainfall, particularly during the more recent period analyzed and, in
terms of countries, in the case of Burkina Faso.29 However, droughts have had little apparent
impact on maniufacturingor industrial sectors, except in Senegal and Zimbabwe, a finding that is
consistent with the four-country typology.
The Zambian results also support the hypothesis that a dualistic economy is partly
cushioned from the impact of drought by its nonwater, intensive, extractive sector, with a relatively
low, if significant, coefficient on the drought index as a determinant of GDP, despite the
importance of rainfall as a determinant of agricultural GDP.3 0 The one ambiguous case is Kenya,
for wlhichsectoral performaniceprior to the 1993 drought was only weakly correlated with rainfall,
despite strong fonvard linkages betwveenthe agricultural and manufacturing sectors. Movements in
international commodity prices and possibly the country's diverse agroecology appear to explain
this finding (see below).3"
A relatively speedy recovery from drought was indicated by a generally insignificalnt
relationship between economic performance and lagged drought variables in the case study
countries (Benson 1994). There is, however, some qualitative evidence that overall rates of
recovery may be slower in relatively more complex economies, as already indicated.
In the long term, the impact of drought shocks is mitigated to the extent that droughtinduced recessions are offset by higher growtlh during the upswing of the recovery period.
However, droughts not only reduce sectoral output but also distort investment portfolios and
restrict rates of capital formation, for example. with potential long-term consequences. Any such
effects may be exacerbated if economiiicdevelopment objectives are set aside for the duration of the
drouglht, wveakeningthe links between relief and developmenitas well as increasing the long-tenr
costs of drought.
Other Factors Determining the Outcome of a Drought Shock
To understanid more fully the factors determining the impact of a drought shock,
documentation on the overall economic perfonrance of the case study countries was examined.
This review indicated a range of externally determined anld domestic factors that can interact with
T-statistics onithe drouglht indicators were generally significanit in the regressions against GDP and
agricultural GDP. but F-tests indicated weak overall exploratory power in a numliiberof cases, reflecting the
29

reducedspecificationiof the deteriiiinantsof sectoraland GDP performanice.However,there is some
precedent for reporting results based on relatively weak adjusted R2. For example, in exploring the effects
of windfall gains, Collier and Gunniing (1996) report results witlh some significanitt-ratios but an adjusted
R2 of only 0.104.
311 One of the most intriguinig cases of dualismiiis Soullt Africa, wlhiclhis classified as upper middleincomiiein terms of per capita GDP and is the largest. most industrialized economiiyin Africa. The
macroeconiomiiic
implications of the severe drouglht in 1991-92 were relatively modest despite maize
import costs of some US$700 millioni (see box 2). Howevcr, wiith only I percent of wlhitecommliercial
farms accountinig for 40 percent of agriculltural outtpt. tlherewas a large "tail" of nonviable enterprises
emiploying muclh migrant labor in drouglht-pronieareas. Some 55 percent of the black population living in
the former homelands depend on a coimbinationof self-provisioninig and remittanices and are, therefore,
food and lhealtlhinsecuirein a drouglht.
31 This apparent insenlsitivity could also reflect data problems, relating in particular to the underreporting
of activities in the closely integrated sectors of subsisteniceagricultutre and niral informiialmianufacturing.
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rainfall variability to detenrine the extent and intensity of a drought shock, irrespective of the
structure of a particular economy:
*

Prevailing economic conditions. Perhaps most obviously, a weakened economy enhances
the impact of drought, as demonstrated by the 1991-92 drought in southern Africa and the
1993 Kenyan crisis (Thomson 1995). The spread of the HIV/AIDS virus is also expected
to heighten the economic fragility of a number of SSA economies, again exacerbating their
vulnerability to drought and other exogenous shocks.3 2

*

International commodity price movements. The six SSA economies that examined all
depend on two or three export commodities for a significant part of their export earnings.
Contemporaneous fluctuations in the prices of such commodities as well as of major
imports such as oil canl, therefore, play a major role in exacerbating or mitigating the
impacts of a drought, particularly because trends in production in these countries, as in
much of SSA, typically have little influence on world production.3 3 Thus, the Zimbabwean
economy wvasadversely affected by a weak international market for nonferrous metals as
well as by drought in 1992-93. In conitrast, improved groundnut prices together with
strong groAth in fislhand fertilizer earnings counteracted the impact of Senegal's 1983-84
drought oni its balance of payments. More generally, in Burkina Faso annual rainfall
patterns and international cotton prices were negatively correlated during the 1980s; higher
prices for the country's primary export partly offset the impact of lower rainfall.
Movements in international commodity prices also partly explain the apparent insensitivity
of the Kenyan economy to drought. During the severe drought year of 1984, when maize
production declined by some 38 percent, agricultural sector production fell by only 3.5
percent. Tea and coffee productioniwas little affected by the drought, and export earnings
from these crops reached new all-time highs in 1984 anid 1985, boosted by high world
market prices and a rundoNvnof domestically held stocks. Indeed, despite "massive"
drought-related food imports, Keiiya's foreign exchange holdings reached a three-year high
of US$422 million in the second quarter of 1984 and twelve months later had fallen by
only 8 percent (World Bank 199 lb).

The structure of the agricultural sector. Although agriculture is typically most directly
sensitive to the level and timing of rainfall and dry spells relative to the agricultural cycle,
the precise nature and extent of that vulnerability depend on a number of factors. These
include the types and varieties of crop grown; planting teclniques; the proportions of
rainfed and irrigated production; the quality of cultivated land, including the scale of use of
marginal lands, and the structure of land management and ownership. Government
agricultural and food policies also play some role.
For example, in the 1980s the Zambian govenmmentpromoted the production of maize at
the expense of more drought-resistant crops through various input and output subsidies

For example,Ainsworthland Over (1992)report two studiesby Cuddington(1991)and CUddil1gton
and Hancock(1992) wlhichI
estimatedthat the rate of growthof per capita GDPwouildbe reducedby 0.1
percentin Tanzaniiaand by 0.3 percent in Malawvitinder their nmostplausibleset of assuliiptionisaboutthe
AIDS epidemic.
33 Kox (1990)estimatedthlat,as recentlyas 1988,two commoditiesprovidedat least 60 percent of export
earniiigsto tlhirtyout of the forty-tlhreeSSAcounitries.Zimlbabwewas the only counitrywhere the top two
commliiodities
providedless than 40 percentof total export earninigs.
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and otlher measures, resulting in a gradual increase in maize production to around 45
percent of agricultural GDP by 1993. However, commercial farmers began to diversify
into other crops, while smallholder and emergent fartners' shares in maize acreage rose,
increasing the drought vulnerability of national maize production to the extent that the
latter groups of farmers cultivate a higher proportion of their crops under rainfed
production and on more marginal lands. These farmers were also likely to have grown
drought-resistant crops in the past. Meanwhile, the switch in production between the
different categories of farmers was accompanied by the increasing cultivation of more
moisture-sensitive hybrids. However, a more recent lifting of maize subsidies has seen a
reemergence of other crops, including more drought-resistant sorghum and millet.3 4
In Zimbabwe, the relative shift in maize and cotton production from the large-scale
commercial to the communal sector, the latter of which is heavily concentrated in lower
potential marginal areas, has also been associated since 1980 with increased rainfallrelated variability in agricultural production. During the period 1982-83 to 1992-93,
regression analysis indicates that a rainfall level 10 percent below the 1969-93 national
mean wvould be associated with a 25 percent reduction in maize yields from the
communal sector compared with onily a 17 percent drop in commercial sector yields.
Meanwhile, a 30 percent reduction in rainfall would be associated with declines of 62
percent in communal and 47 percent in coimmercialsector maize yields.3 5 These examples
underscore the importance of a disaggregated approach in examining the sectoral impacts
of drought and of taking into account the effects of structural change in assessing the
drought vulnerability of both individual sectors and the wider economy.
Environmental degradation.
Increasing demographic pressures are resulting in the
intensified utilization of more marginiallands in, for example, all the case study countries
excepting Zambia.3 6 These lands, by their very nature, are likely to be more vulnerable to
adverse rainfall conditions. Furtlhenmore,even less marginal lands are gradually losing
productivity in a number of countries, suclhas Senegal, because of more intensive rainfed
cultivation, which again increases the sensitivity of crop yields to weather conditions.
Sahelian countries have also experienced increased aridity over recent decades, as already
indicated. There is no consensus on tlle mechanisms underlying increasing degradation
and, thus, no scientific basis for ascertaining whether or not this trend will continue
(Hulme 1992 and l996)~37 However, it does imply that indigenous agricultural and other
This could also have importantimplicationisfor levelsof effectivedemandduring periodsof drought,
becausesmallfarmers dependedon maizeto provide some 90 percentof their cash incomeas well as for
domesticconstumiiptioni
during the early 1990s(Banlda1993).
35 The results are sensitiveto the choice of base and end years of analysisand to the rainfall indicator
selected.The resultsreported,which are basedon rainfall in critical winter monthsfor selected stations in
the variousagroclimaticzonesand whiclhincludea limievariable in the regressions,explain 88 percent of
variation in commiiunial
sectoryields and 77 percent in commercialsectoryields, with highly significanttratios for the rainfall variable.
36 This may still be less an issue in Zambiabecauseof its low rural populationdensity and high levelof
urbanizationfor a relativelylow-incomecountry (Tiffeniand Mulele 1993).
37 The relationshipbetweenthe processof enviroinienitaldegradationand demographicpressuresis the
subjectof imluchcontroversy.There are even somecounlterexamples
to the demographicpressures
hypothesis.For example,a studyof MacliakosDistrict,Kenya,found that populationgrowthwas
associatedwitlha reversalof thleprocessof environmiiienital
degradationin the mediumii
to long tern (Tiffen
and others 1994).Benefitsincluldeincreasedfood requiremenits,in turn, stimulatinginvestmlentsin land
and technology;a larger labor supply; increasedinteractionof ideas, contributinigto the developmentof
34
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natural resource management practices, which evolved to suit historical rainfall patterns,
may no longer be sustainable. Thus, vulnerability to drought may increase in the short
term, before households and economies have fully adapted to the changing climatic
conditions (Davies 1995).
Management of water resources. The impact of drought on particular activities may be
intensified if water resources have been poorly managed in the past, already lowering
water "stocks" and implicitly accepting greater risk exposure. The experience of Zambia
and Zimbabwe in 1992 demonstrates how the rules on the use of water may leave supply
at risk to extreme events (see box 4). Various factors including demographic pressures,
improved domestic access to water, rising standards of living, the expansion of irrigation
networks, industrialization, and the grovth of the tourism industry are currently
increasing levels of water consumption across SSA, implying that the careful management
of water resources will become increasingly important in determining the outcome of
drought conditions in the future.
Cereal reserves. Levels of food stocks held at the national and household levels are an
important determinant of the short-term consequences of drought. They offer a timely
response to impending food shortages and reduce short-term pressures on foreign exchange
reserves. For exaniple, maize stocks in excess of official minimum food security targets
were important in ensuring adequate food availability in the aftermath of the 1984 and
1994 droughts in Zimbabwe. In contrast, much reduced stocks necessitated large-scale
food imports to Zambia and Zimbabwe in 1992 ahead of international relief. However,
large carryover stocks are also costly to maintain. Individual countries should, therefore,
review acceptable levels of risk and the appropriate size of food reserves as well as the
possibility of holding some reserves in a financial form instead (see chapter 6).
*

Migration and remittances. Evidence from a number of SSA economies highlights the
importalt role that inflows of remittances from migrant workers can play in reducing
vulnerability to drought. These often involvemigration to a neighboring country to work in
the mining sector or to a coastal economy unaffected by drought, effectively spreading the
benefits of drought-insensitive activities across borders. However, changing job
opportunities also imply changes in the potential vulnerability of both labor-exporting
areas and economies to the risk of drought. In the case of Burkina Faso, for example, there
was a marked decline in extemal workers' remittances in the early 1990s, owing to
worsening economic conditions in neighboring countries. Remittances represented an
estimated 31 percent of total export and private transfer earnings in 1990-94, compared
with 40 percent in 1980-89, raising concerns about the country's future vulnerability to
drought.

*

Internal or external conflict. A conflict will precipitate government expenditure in
domestic war-related industries and services, effectively maintaining some level of

new tecimiologies:and economiiies
of scale in the provisionof social and plhysicalinfrastructure,for
example,increasingaccessto marketsand raising standardsof living. However,it has yet to be
denoiistrited wlhetlher
these plheniomiienia
haveor potenitiallycould occur in other regions of Sub-Salharan
Africa.
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economic activity even during periods of drought. Conflicts can also localize the
impacts of drought to imimediatelyaffected regions by disrupting the flow of goods and
services among regions. Such effects have been demonstrated in the case of drought in
Ethiopia, as already noted. Moreover, conflict may also reinforce the impact of
drought to the extent that it disrupts agricultural and other productive activities and
renders affected populations more vulnerable to the impact of events that in a more
secure environment were within the range of normal coping practices.

Box 4: Lake Kariba and the 1991-92 Drought
Zamiibia
and Zimbabwerely onlhydroelectricpower generationifor a major part of their electricity
supply.During and in the aftermatliof the 1991-92 drouglht,botlhcountriesexperiencedserious
electricityslhortagesand also facedmajor threats to the continiuedsupplyof urbanidrinkinigwater.
However,the difficultiesreflected less the impacts of the 1991-92 drought than the long-term
mismianagemiienit
of commiioni
water resources.The drouglhtsimplyprovedto be the final trigger.
In the 1960s. climatologistslhad identified a statisticallyrobust 18-year cycle in the summer
rainfall region of soutlheasternAfricaand successfuilly
forecastthe wetter and drier periods of the
1970sand 1980srespectively(TysonanidDyer 1978).Howvever,
despitethe predictedsequenceof
years of lower rainfall in tlheKariba and Kaftie catclihienits,during the 1980s the Zambian and
Ziiibabwean electricity-generatingauthloritieshad continuiiedto base levels of water offtake for
power generationat Kariba on the averageintake for the relativelymore favorable 1970s.Tlhus,
offtakeexceededthe rate of inflow into the lake by an average of 16 percent durinigthe 1980s,
making the system increasiniglyvulnerable to fuirther rainfall anomalies, as was clearly
demonstratedin the aftermathof the 1991-92 drouglht.The electricitycurtailmentsin Zimbabwve
alone were estimatedto result in a Z$560 millioni(US$102million at the 1992 rate of exclhange)
loss in GDP, a Z$200 million(US$36million) loss in export earnings and thie loss of 3,000jobs.
Suclhreckless maniagemiienit
may lhavepartly reflected pressures to minimiiizeslhort-rumi
costs of
power generation in the face of the large operating deficits of the ZimbabweElectricitySupply
Authority.

The Policy Environment
The existing policy framework can also play a fundamental role in detemlining the impact
of drought as well as other exogenous shocks, as already indicated in chapter 2. In countries where
large areas of the formal economiiyare highly regulated, thus, effectively constraining levels of
investment or imports, for example, the impact of a drought shock is minimized by existing binding
constraints, as in Zimbabwe in the mid-1980s. The Zimbabxve govermient's trade policy also
inadvertently influenced the impact of the 1991-92 drought, because uncertainty about the
continiuationiof a more liberal import regime and speculation created by the unstable exchange rate
had resulted in a gradual buildup in stocks of imported inputs in 1990 and 1991, so that producers
entered the drought period with considerable inputs already in stock.
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Conversely, government policies can exacerbate the impacts of drought. In Ethiopia, for
example, the impacts of the 1982-84 drought were compounded by the Derg government's
simultaneous implementation of a socialist system of collective ownership and centralized
direction, which effectively undermined the ability of rural households to cope with the impacts of
the drought. Namibia's experience in 1992 also highlights how a drought can in turn force other
issues-in this case, chronic poverty-onto the government policy agenda, both increasing the
costs of relief and entailing long-teml implications for levels of government expenditure (Thomson
1994, Devereux and others 1995, Namibia 1997).
Govenmmentscan also use policy actions to influence the nature and scale of impact of
drought events in a more deliberate fashion. Indeed, droughts pose certain policy choices,
particularly relating to public finaniceand the extemal sector. These policy-related dimensions of a
drought shock are illustrated in the next section, including evidence from Zimbabwe and Namibia
on the budgetary implications of drought.
Drought and the Budget
Droughts have potentially important implications for government policy, first and foremost
via their impact on the budgetary balance. A drought shock is likely to reduce tax revenue via a
decline in income, employment, and exports. The revenue of utilities will also be adversely affected
by income impacts of the shock-induced recession on effective demand and increased nonpayment.
Revenue from parastatal utilities in the water and hydroelectric power generation sectors is also
likely to fall, owing to some combination of lower output, effects of recession on demand, and
simultaneous upward pressures on costs from the crisis provision of supply. Other parastatals
could be similarly affected by the recessionary impact of drought.3 8
On the expenditure side, governments imay be confronted by increased expenditure on
relief, social welfare, health and water supplies, consumption-related subsidies on food
distribution, and the logistical costs of drought-related imports. Law and order services could also
be put under greater pressure by a rise in crime, in turn associated with temporary unemployment,
migration, and increased destitution. In addition, there are likely to be pressures for the increased
provision of subsidies and credit to affected productive sectors, including public utilities, both
because of the direct impact of water shortages on their operations and because of reduced demand.
For exaniple, the Zimbabwean govemment had to meet the increased losses of the Agricultural
Financial Corporation, the Grain Marketing Board (GMB), and the National Railways of
Zimbabwe as a direct consequence of the 1991-92 drought. Prior to the deliberate rundowvnof
maize stocks in 1990-91, the GMB had typically imposed heavier burdens on govenumentfinances
durinig years of surplus than of years of deficit maize production because of particularly high
storage and disposal costs, again demonstrating the importance of the policy environment in
detennining the impact of a drought.

In the case of electricitygenerationi,more costlytlhermalpower plants may haveto be used to providea
hiigherproportionof the loadbecauseof restrictionson hydroelectricsupply.Load sheddingcould result
in a reductionin revenute.
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Increased budgetary pressures, resulting from lower revenues and higher expenditure, can be
met either by raising additional financing or by reallocating planned govenmmentexpenditure or by a
combination of the two. There are three basic potential sources of additional finance: borrowing, higher
taxes, and increased charges for publicly provided goods and services.
Govenmmentcan increase borrowings from domestic and external official and private sources,
although its ability to do so is in part detennined by its existing level of indebtedness, its relationship
with official lenders, aild the confidence of private lenders in the economy. Indeed, there is evidence of
increases in both external and internal borrowing during periods of drought. The former is indicated in
figure 6, which shows increases in debt stocks in five of the six case study countries in the early 1990s
as a consequence of drought. The exception was Zimbabwe, whose debt fell as a result of a deliberate
long-tenmpolicy of debt reduction. Increased indebtedness has obvious implications for future levels of
debt servicing and thus for the availability of foreign exchange to finance capital imports. For example,
in Ethiopia, forecast debt interest payments alone, excluding amortization, for 1985 increased by 9.2
percent during the drought year of 1984. Meaiivhile, a rise in internal borrowing is illustrated by the
actions of the Zimbabwveangovenmmentin 1992. As noted earlier, the government offset the implicit
monetary expansion entailed in this increase in borrowing by maintaining the existing high levels of
interest. This in turn contributed to an annual 5.2 percent fall in private sector investment as compared
with the previous year, thus delaying the expected refurbishment of domestic industry at a time when
barriers to external competition were removed.
Higher taxation is not unproblematic as a source of additional government financing because
of the direct and recessionary effects of the slhock. In Zimbabwe, for example, drought levies were
imposed on company taxes in both 1984-85 and 1987. However, the rate of company taxation was
reduced to help alleviate financial difficulties that had arisen partly as a consequence of the drought.
Higher electricity or water prices, despite supplies being temporarily less satisfactory as well as
recessionary pressures, will be contentious but may be effective where demanidis inelastic. Attempting
to reduce subsidies for food and fertilizer or in the social sectors also involves challenging decisions in
a crisis.
Reallocation of planuled govenmmentexpenditure may occur within or between sectors and
between capital and recurrent spending with varying opportunity costs. In both Zimbabwe and Namibia
in 1992, for instance, drought-related expenditures apparently led to a shift in the composition of
investment programs, delaying some nondrought-related projects. In Zimbabwe, several nonwaterrelated projects planned under the Second Five Year National Development Plan (1991-95) were
delayed, whereas the implementation of some plained water-related projects was brought forward and
further new ones begun. Additional government finance was transferred from capital to recurrent
expenditure (Benson 1997). Similarly, in Namibia it was announced that the initial funding of the
drought relief program would be met by postponing the upgrading of the trans-Caprivi highway,
although it was actually unclear precisely where the funds for the drought relief program originated
(Thomson 1994). Further research would be required to analyze the precise long-term economic costs
of such reallocations of govenmmentexpenditure, but they almost certainly reduce rates of growth and
have immediate social costs. For example, an estimated 58 percent of the Namibian Drought Relief
Programnexpenditure involved the provision of goods, services, and financial transfers, which would
not have been provided in the absence of drought. These expenditures had no long-term benefit
although some elements of the program-for example, in the area of water supply-fitted in with
existing work and priorities (Thomson 1994).
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There is also some evidence that levels of government staffing may not be increased
sufficiently to deal with the extra drought-related workload, thus, displacing normal activities and
effectively entailing an additional, although intangible, switch of government expenditure. For example,
in Zimbabwe, in 1992, funding was switched from preventive health care, such as immunization
programs, to emergency activities (Tobaiwa 1993).

Consideration of Drought Shocks in Economic and Development Planning
Government and donor policy and planning documents were also examined to assess the extent

to which drought risks are recognizedas a potential economicthreat and taken into account in
economic strategy and policy design.

Box 5: The Role of Agricultural Growth Multipliers
The size of agriculturaland nonagriculturalmultipliersplaysan importantrole in determiningthe
secondround and subseqtuenit
effectsof drouglhtslhocks.
Recent studies havefounidthat agricultturalgrowthlmutltipliersin Sub-SaharanAfrica maybe muclh
higher tlhanpreviouslycalculated,possiblyexceeding those of nonagriculturalmultipliers. In the
case of Kenya, for example, Block and Timiiier (1994) estimatedthat over a four-yearperiod an
increaseof KshlOOmillion in agricultuiralvalue added would increasenonagriculturalvalue added
by just more than Ksh56 million and agricultuiralvalue added (via further investments in
agriculture) by approximatelyKsh8 millioni, implying an agricultural multiplier of 1.64. In
contrast, they estimateda much lowernonagriculturalmutltiplierof 1.23.In other words, according
to these findings, a given increase in agricultural income will have a miuchgreater impact on
national income than an equivalentincreasein nonagriculturalincome. In the event of a drought,
these linkages will obviously work in reverse; declines in the agricultural sector will impact
severelyon otlhersectors.
Similarly,Delgadoand others (1994) have estimated higlhagricultural multipliersfor other SSA
countries, includinigvalues of 2.75 in BurkiniaFaso, 2.48 in Zambia, and 1.97 in Senegal. These
values are slightly higher thanipreviousestimates,reflectinga decision to include food grains as
nontradeables,as is consideredmore appropriatein an SSA context.
Further evidence could be provided in support of the hypotlhesizedincrease in vulnerability to
droughts in the early stagesof developmentby estimatinigagriculturaland nonagriculturalgrowth
multipliersfor countries at differing stagesof development.If correct, the "inverted U" hypothesis
would imply that agricultural multipliers increase in the early stages of developmentbefore
decliningat a later stage.

In some southern African countries, policymakers finally appear to be displaying a greater
awareness of the economywidethreat of drought. For examnple,the Zimbabwe government in its appeal
for drought assistance in 1995 stated that "drought is now a permanent feature in Zimbabwe. It is,
therefore, necessary that Government makes long-term strategies to deal with this phenomenon"
(Zimbabwe 1995: 9). It then went on to list critical areas requiring action: promotion of appropriate
economic activities in specific agroecological areas, increased production of small grains where these
are the staple crop, construction of large-scale dams, establishment of a Permanent Drought Mitigation
40
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Unit to plan and implement long-term drought mitigation and recovery measures, anid provision of
adequate rations for those affected by droughts. However, even this remains a rather narrow perception
of the impacts of drought, and further moves to push drought onto the broader development agenda are
required. Regionally, SADC is now emphasizing the need to take the wider economic costs of drought
into account in sectoral preparedness and training.
For some SSA countries, development policy analysts are advocating increased emphasis on
the agricultural sector as a source of growth. The implications for drought vulnerability are not clearcut. In Kenya and Zambia, for example, agriculture is being promoted as a primary source of growth
and increased export eamings, because the scope for further short- to medium-term economic growth in
other sectors, particularly public services, diminishes, and pressure to secure long-term sustainable
growth increases. However, food staples must not be neglected as governments and donors increasingly
empliasize the development of other crops. Instead, considerable efforts should be made to reduce
fluctuations in food staples, including subsistence and livestock production. Furthermore, the risk of
drought should be properly incorporated into all agricultural plans. Work by Block and Tinumer(1994)
and others emphasizes the potential pitfalls as well as the potential economywide benefits of higher
agricultural growth (see box 5 above). The challenge is to reduce vulnerability to drought.
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CHAPTER 5:
DROUGHT AND STRUCTURAL ADJUSTMENT
PROGRAMS
Droughts and other exogenous shocks affect both the performance of economic aggregates and
underlying behavioral relationships, implying that structural adjustment programs (SAPs) applied
during periods of good rainfall may not be appropriate during droughts.3 9 However, the relationship
between the process of structural adjustment and economic resilience to drought is complex and raises
a number of issues. These can be organized under six broad lines of inquiry:
*

Is drought a contributing factor to the adoption of a SAP?

*

Does drought impede the progress of refonr programs?

*

Does drought exacerbate the potential adverse short-term impacts of reform?

*

Is drought a factor contributing to the abandonment of reform programs?

*

Does the existence of a SAP influence the nature and volume of drought relief measures?

*

Does successful structural adjustment reduce the vulnerability of an economy to drought?

Adoption of Reform Programs
There is some evidence that natural disasters may be an important short-term trigger
contributing to the adoption of a structural adjustment program. For example, Killick and Malik (1992:
604) found in a survey of seventeen randomly selected developing countries with IMF stabilization
programs that, in six cases, natural disasters-and in four, drought specifically-had been an
"important, perlhaps dominant factor" in the decision to adopt a program. Among the six case study
countries, Senegal provides a further example of the role of drought in leading to the adoption of
structural refonr programs. In 1980 the Senegalese government adopted a stabilization program,
finaniciallysupported by the World Banukand the IMF, in response to mounting long-term economic
problems arising as a consequence of growiingfiscal and budgetary deficits. The severe 1979 drought,
as well as an expansion of the public sector and the 1979 oil price shock, was identified as having
contributed to these economic difficulties.
However, whatever the factors contributing to the adoption of a reform program, efforts to
launch a major program may in fact be inappropriate in such circumstances. Experience has
demonstrated that structural adjustment needs to occur against a backdrop of macroeconomic
Stewart(1993:358) also notes that "noeffort has been madeto considerwhat adjustmentpoliciesare
appropriatedurinigwar." As in the case of drouglht.normiialpolicypackagesare not appropriate,in part
becauseof the "criticalneed" to mainitaingovermiienitexpenditureand thus normaleconomicand social
fuinctionsas well as to finiace reconstructiolnand social relief functionisat the same time as havinighigh levels
of militaryexpenditture.This is in direct conflictwith the expenditure-cutttinig
tenidencyof imiostadjustment
packages.
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stabilization, a situation that does not obtain during periods of major drought. Indeed, an internal
World Bank report concluded that certain countries, including those recovering from natural disaster or
war, were "plainly inappropriate" for adjustment. In these countries, emergency or bridging operations
are considered more appropriate.

Progress of Reform
SAPs do not typically anticipate droughts in their design, despite the fact that droughts can
have major implications for the progress and ultimate success of reform programs. The progress of a
reform program can be considered from three perspectives:
*

The pace of implementation of the various reform measures

*

The degree to which private economicagents respond to the reform measures as expected

*

The extent to which economic targets are achieved.

The stage reached in an adjustment program at the time the drought shock occurs is a critical
factor in all these regards. The impact of a drought shock would be expected to be less significant
during the later stages of a reform program. The pace of implementation of reforms in the event of a
drought shock is also partly determined by the resolve and political strength of the reforning
government, particularly during the earlier phases, and the level of donor resources potentially at stake

if the reforn programis thrownoff course.
The recent southernAfrican drought offers some evidenceon the ways in which a drought
shockinteractswith the progressof reformprograms.In the case of Zambia,the 1991-92 droughthad
an adverseeffect on the expectedresponseof the private sectorto the reformprogram,includingto the
liberalizationof product and factor markets and the dismantlingof price controls, and on the
achievementof the originaleconomictargets. Inflationaryconcernspartly relatedto droughtalso led to
the adoptionof a cash budgetat the end of 1992.This unfortunatelyreverberatedin the recoveryof the
maizesectorbecausethe governmentreducedits maizemarketingoperationsas part of its cost-cutting
measures, whereas high domestic interest rates severely hindered the growth of private market
operators. As a consequence,a substantial quantityof maizewas left unpurchasedin 1993, in turn
creatingfurtherhardshipsfor farmersin additionto those inflictedby the previousyear's drought.The
governmentwas consequentlyobliged to issue promissorynotes to farmers for the purchase and
deliveryof the crop duringthe 1993-94 marketingyear ("Adjustmentin Africa" 1994).
In Zimbabwe, the 1991-92 drought also adverselyaffected the reform process, hampering
efforts to reduce the budget deficit and restructure the civil service and parastatals. Intensified
budgetarydifficultiesin turn frustratedgovernmenteffortsto reducedomesticborrowingand so partly
curtailedthe expecteddomesticsupply-sideresponseto the reformprogram,which was critical to its
success. However,the drought shock also partly speededup the restructuringof the manufacturing
sector,because increasedliquidityconstraintsforcedenterprisesto carry smallerstocks, shed surplus
labor,and adoptless costly,efficiency-enhancing
methodsof production.
Progress of reform in the agricultural sector is perhaps most susceptibleto fluctuationsin
weather conditions.Drought shocks rekindle overriding concerns about food security, weakening
governmrents'resolve to proceedwith reforns and reducingthe willingnessof the private sector to
becomeinvolvedin market reforms. In Kenya, drought has clearly had a considerableeffect on the
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pace of cereals market refonm;a discernible pattern of reluctant agreement to reforn has been followed
by retraction in the face of disruption to domestic cereal markets as a result of drought (Thomson
1995). However, it is less clear how this frustrating process of advance and retreat could have been
avoided and how the current liberalization process can be kept on track. Some way has to be found to
strengthen the constituency for liberalization while satisfying other powerful interests, particularly, the
producer lobby. This is made more difficult by the fact that the main opposition to government
intervention in Kenya is based on its financial costs.

Short-Term Adverse Impacts of Reform
Droughts probably exacerbate the short-tenrmadverse impacts of reform first and foremost via
their effect on vulnerable groups. Droughts typically reinforce the inflationary impact of the removal of
subsidies on basic food and other commodities, to the extent that governments continue this policy, and
also contribute to job losses. Droughts can also intensify the short-term adverse economic impacts of
reform more generally, for example, by prolonging tight monetary policy with implications for the rates
of investment, as occurred in Zimbabwe in 1992-93.

Abandonment of Reform Programs
Senegal's experience in 1980 provides the only example from the case studies of a country
where drought contributed to the abandonment of a refonn program. This instance is particularly ironic
because, as already indicated, drought was also a factor contributing to the decision to adopt the reform
program in the first place. More recently, the international financial institutions (IFIs) appear to be
more willing to modify structural refonm programs in the aftermath of drought, as indicated by
experience in both Zambia and Zimbabwe. This flexibility possibly reflects greater experience in the
implementation of refonmprograms.
Governnents also appear to have come under growing pressure to sustain reform programs
during periods of economic difficulty resulting from a drought or some other exogenous shock. This is
because international assistance has become increasingly conditional on domestic policy reforms; even
bilateral donors often link the continued provision of assistance to compliance with the conditions of
IMF and World Bank agreements. Govenmmentsare also sensitive to domestic political constituencies
such as producer groups and urban consumers. During periods of drought, these potentially conflicting
constraints require a careful balance of policies to avoid in a country, such as Kenya, a frustrating
process of advance and retreat in the process of liberalization (Thomson 1995).

Responses to Drought
The existence of refonn programs and more generally relationships with donors, particularly
the IFIs, seem to play an important role in deternining the nature and level of the intemnationalresponse
to drought. This partly reflects a growing reluctance to provide aid to nonreforming countries,
particularly those from which the IFIs have actually withdrawn assistance. In contrast, during periods
of drought, donors may provide additional assistance to refonning govemments to prevent the drought
shock derailing the reform process. In the case of Zambia, some senior officials are firmly of the
opinion that, if a drought of a similar magnitude to that of 1991-92 had occurred in 1987 when the
government had just broken off discussions with the IMF, the country would have received little
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extemal assistance.40In contrast, the sizable level of international assistance provided in response to
the 1991-92 drought reflected serious concern that Zambia's democratic regime, which was being held
up as a model for other countries in Africa, should not be shaken and that the adjustment program
approved by the IMF and the World Bank "should in no way be jeopardized by the drought"
(Seshamani 1993: 5). Zimbabwe's experience in 1992 supports this view of the likely international
response to a drought shock; several donors have conceded that they were supporting drought relief
partly to keep the SAP on course (Thompson 1993).
An ongoing SAP also implies that an economy's performance is already being closely
monitored, thus, providing early and credible indications of economic difficulties emerging as a
consequence of drought. This, too, may influence the nature and magnitude of the international
response to drought, in terms of the availability of financial support to meet additional balance of
payments pressures as well as of more conventional emergency food aid and other relief measures. For
example, this was the case with the combination of measures to ease balance of payments pressures on
Zambia and Zimbabwe in 1992, which included additional untied financial support and assistance tied
to drought-related imports. The apparently unprecedented action of the IFIs in monitoring and
addressing the financial implications of the drought-related imports of all the affected countries of
southern Africa is an important and positive precedent for future international responses to crises in
SSA.
Some of the financial difficulties encountered in drought management have been attributed to
the excessively inflexible pursuit of adjustment targets during a crisis. In 1992-93, in Zambia, the tight
public expenditure policy being implemented as part of the adjustment process restricted the
government's ability to raise external financing for drought-related measures because of the lack of
counterpart Kwacha resources. As a result, international funds were not fully utilized. Limited local
currency funds also created difficulties in meeting internal transport, storage, and handling costs, thus,
hampering the transport of relief supplies. The gradual depreciation of the Kwacha over the period of
the relief operation as the exchange rate was liberalized also created problems in fixing transport rates,
resulting in some delays in delivery of relief supplies (Seshamani 1993). In the case of Zimbabwe, the
Ministry of Finance, in seeking to maintain its relatively tight controls on expenditure, may have held
up disbursement of additional external assistance Iinked to the drought (Thompson 1993). The balance
of causation-rigid pursuit of targets or inefficiency in public expenditure management-is always
debated in individual cases. Nevertheless, such concerns indicate the need in a crisis situation for
careful review of expenditure priorities, fiscal targets, and efficiency in realizing revenue, for example,
from counterpart funds.

Structural Adjustment and Drought Vulnerability
The World Bank defines structural adjustment as "reforms of policies and institutions [that]
improve resource allocation and increase resilience to future shocks" (World Bank 1988). In the long
term, the successful implementation of a structural reform program should reduce the overall
vulnerability of an economy to drought shocks by restoring economic growth. Particular aspects of
successful structural reform programs, such as reduced government budgetary deficits, higher levels of
domestic savings, liberalization of external trade controls, devaluation of currencies to competitive
levels, and elimination of pricing and market distortions could also play a more direct role in mitigating
40 Tlree adjustmentcredits were approvedfor Zambia in 1985-86.Negotiationsbetweenthe IMF and the
Zambiangovernmentwere suspended in 1987 after Zambia abandoned its refonn program and ceased debtservicingpaymlents.Adjustiienitlendinigwasresumedin 1991after the country lhadcleared its debt arrears.
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the impact of a drought. For example, a number of SSA countries have already implemented changes in
agricultural pricing policies and lifted-some regulations on agricultural marketing, prices, and imports.
Private traders and millers are now playing ain increasing role in domestic markets. This could
potentially reduce vulnerability to drought by permitting early market responses to droughts, which
avoid substantial price increases and the need for large food aid imports. However, elimination of
agricultural incentives could also stimulate shifts in cropping patterns toward ones more in keeping
with climatological conditions, as has recently been seen in Zambia, for example.
A recent World Bank report concluded, however, that no African country had yet successfully
completed the reform process, that there were grounds for concern that reforms undertaken to date were
"fragile," and that adjustment alone was not sufficient to "put countries on a sustained, povertyreducing growth path" (World Bank 1994: 2). A SAP is only one element of broader government plans
and policies. If the latter do not incorporate proper management of natural and other resources and of
drought risks, then SAPs alone can do little to reduce the vulnerability of an economy to drought.
Recognition of drought as a fundamental obstacle to economic development, particularly in simple
agrarian economies, must necessarily be part of more general development and economic strategies if
they are to succeed.
In conclusion, there are considerable potential tensions between satisfactory implementation of
SAPs and postdrought recovery programns.Donors should also be sensitive to the particular difficulties
posed by droughts, including heightened political pressures. This requires careful monitoring and
perhaps the modification of SAPs.
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CHAPTER 6:
SUPPORTING DROUGHT CRISIS MANAGEMENT
AND MITIGATION MEASURES
This study has shown how economic structures and resource endowments interact in
determining the impacts of drought shocks. The typology developed to focus on these differences is
used here as a framework for examining the policies and instruments available to the IFIs and bilateral
donor agencies in supporting drought crisis management and mitigation measures in SSA.
In considering issues of donor policy, the additional dimension of governance should also be
taken into account. In the context of drought, good governance implies a government genuinely
committed to the well-being of all communities and regions. It will accord the highest priority to
responding to the social and economic threat posed by drought and to preventing the occurrence of such
disaster. The capacity to mitigate the effects of disasters is also implied, a capacity that in some other
circumstances, especially those of conflict, is severely curtailed. The interaction of these three
factors-economic structures, resource endowment, and governance-provides a framework for
distinguishing among broad but distinctive drought response and mitigation strategies.
SAPs are being implemented in many SSA economies. This is, to borrow Sir Hans Singer's
phrase for describing food aid policy, both a challenge and an opportunity. Structural adjustment
involves a highly constrained policy framework of objectives and targets within which a government is
expected to respond to a crisis. However, an SAP implies that donors, together with government, are
monitoring the economic and financial situation closely. The presence of a SAP may also imply that
external resources are potentially more readily available to counteract the negative economic
consequences of a drought shock.

Appropriate Aid Instruments for Drought Crisis Management
The selection of available instruments has to be sensitive to the structure and resource
endowments of the recipient economy, the current economic policy environment, and broader questions
of governance. This latter point may be made by contrasting, for example, the situation in 1992 in
Zambia and Zimbabwe, which have relatively effective governments with a relatively broad mandate,
with that of Malawi and Mozambique, which less effective governments and large populations
displaced by conflict. Alternatively, the situation in Kenya in 1979-80 or again in 1984 was from the
perspective of governance and the confidence that the donors had in government different from that in
1993. Similarly, in considering dualistic mineral economies,the situation in Botswana and Namibia has
been different from that in Niger, for example. Therefore, the selection of instruments will unavoidably
take into account an assessment of the capacity and commitment of government to drought crisis
management.
The instruments available to the donor include financial aid for balance of payments and
budgetary support, program food aid for similar purposes, bilateral project aid, emergencyfinancial
aid, and emergency food aid. Advocacy is another policy instrument that IFIs and bilateral donors as
well as NGOs employ to influence the actions of other important actors. After a careful review of the
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evaluative evidence on responses to drought crises in the early 1990s, particularly the more complex,
better integrated economies of southern Africa, and taking into account the typology and instruments
available, a broad hierarchy of instruments in terms of their effectiveness is indicated.

Intermediate, More Complex Economies
In thinking about future policies, the more complex SSA economies provide a useful starting
point for considering how the international community or individual donor can support drought
management and mitigation. The process of development is gradually increasing the complexity within
most SSA economies in terms of international linkages and commercial and financial flows. Political
democratization, most obviously in southern Africa, and economic liberalization are accelerating the
process of transformation to more complex systems of financial flows, integrating markets within
countries and regionally. This process involves countries as diverse as Malawi and Mozambique or
Eritrea and Ethiopia. It has been tentatively suggested above that this transformation initially exposes
an economy to drought shocks rather than reducing its vulnerability and that the challenge of drought
management includes but is much more than that of assuring food and potable water for affected
people and their livestock.
In a more complex economy, the shock is likely to be widely diffused throughout. The urban
industrial economy will be affected both directly and indirectly via intersectoral linkages and
expenditure multiplier effects. An extreme drought is likely to precipitate a wide, more generalized
economic recession in which the overall loss in GDP substantially exceeds the direct effects on
agricultural production. With a more complex financial system, remittances to rural areas may help
some of those within affected groups to cope with the impacts. But because migrants are predominantly
employed as manual laborers (men) or in low-paid service activities (women), this also spreads the
effects of the drought more widely through the low-income groups in society.
In terms of governance, there will be considerable social pressures to intervene to help affected
populations, to limit the effects on urban consumers, and to prevent the drought and the associated
recession from having severe economywide impacts. There will be strong pressure on domestic finances
from both the revenue and the expenditure sides. There are likely to be foreign exchange pressures
because of a direct reduction in export revenues and increased food imports.

Financial Aidfor Balance of Payments and Budgetary Support
The provision at low cost of additional financial aid to provide balance-of-payments and
budgetary support should have the highest priority in such economies. This aid should be focused on
meeting the direct costs of the drought response but in a way that counteracts the recessionary effects
of the economic shock. It should also be rapidly disbursed to minimize the negative impacts of the
drought shock on government foreign exchange reserves as a consequence of additional food imports
and reduced export revenues. Rapid disbursement is also important in minimizing additional internal
funding requirements. In the context of a SAP, flexibility in the use of funds already progranumed is
important to avoid a drop in disbursement. Flexibility in terms of modifying SAP targets may also be
required, because governments will face difficulties in staying within financial limits agreed on prior to
the crisis in the face of the additional costs of drought relief and losses of revenue.
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Cost of Financial Assistance
Efforts should be made to minimize increased medium- and long-term indebtedness.For
example,the IMF has a cereal importcomponentwithinits Compensatoryand ContingencyFinancing
Facility (CCFF). In practice,fresh arrangementsunder the CCFF were not made by any of the case
study countriesfor recentdrought-relatedcereal importsor, indeed,by other countriesaffectedby the
1991-92 southern Africandrought. This reflectsthe relativelyhigh-costterms of the CCFF and the
problemsof concludinga rapid agreementin responseto immediatefinancialrequirements.Instead,
affectedcountrieshavepreferredto seekbilateralgrants and moreconcessionalIDA creditsin the form
of EmergencyRecoveryLoans.
Program Food Aidfor Sale on Local Markets to Generate Counterpart Funds
If it can be rapidly committedand delivered,program food aid is almost as effectiveas
financialassistance.The main questionsare whetherit will be timely,cost-effective,or appropriatein
terms of providingthe type of foodthat can be readilyabsorbedin the marketof the recipientcountry.
Where internalbudgetary support is intended,counterpartfunds arrangementsmay require special
attention.These shouldbe appropriateto allow rapid disbursementto meet crisis-relatedexpenditure,
for example,on the internaltransport costs of relief, and not just concernedwith satisfyingdonor
accountabilityrequirements.In Zambiaand Kenya in 1993,the long leadtimes from initial requestto
actualarrival were suchthat some of the foodaid becamepart of the problemof postcrisisfood system
management(Hannoverand others 1996,Legal and others 1996).Support for commercialimportsby
public agenciesor the private sector may be more appropriate,timely, and cost-effective(Clay and
others 1996).
Bilateral Project Aid Including Technical Cooperation and Funding of Local Costs and
Import Components
Again, it is essential to sustain the flow of project funds, thereby maintaining activities
throughoutthe drought shock. There is also some scope for "quick action" projects or accelerated
implementation.Unfortunately,the design of projectsdoes not normallytake account of the risk of a
serious drought;this has been true even of many agricultural projects in drought-vulnerableareas
(WorldBank 1991c).The problemof sustainingproject disbursementsis probablyalso linkedto lack
of local fundswheredroughtreliefprogramsare crowdingout otherexpenditure(e.g.,Thomson1994).
Emergency Financial Aid and Emergency Food Aid
Financialaid variouslylabeledas disaster,emergency,or relief assistanceis providedfor the
direct relief of affected populationsthrough NGOs, the UnitedNations, and possibly government
agencies. In practice, the aid usually suppliesspecifiedgoods, such as seeds, medicines,and trucks
(oftentied for bilateraldonors)or specificemergencymeasures(such as repairof the water supplyand
sinkingbore holes). Emergencyfood aid is providedfor direct relief, again usually indirectlythrough
NGOs or the UnitedNations. Where there is good governance,there is a lower priority for either
emergencyfood or emergencyfinancialaid, both of which are relativelyinflexibleinstrumentsbecause
they are tied to direct relief. There will doubtless be scope for NGO activity and special U.N.
programs.However,emergencyaid is costlyto deliverand raises all sorts of targetingissues.Nor does
such direct aid addressthe economywideaspects of the shock. Inflexibility,especiallyof emergency
food aid, is anotherlimitationof such aid,which usuallycannot be redirectedto reconstructionor more
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general economic support if the end of the drought and a rapid agricultural recovery reduce the need for

direct distribution programs. Zamnbia,Zimbabwe, and Malawi all experienced such absorption
problems;relief foodaid arrivedat the end of the droughtin 1993(Callihanand others 1994,Clay and
others 1995,WorldBank 1995c).
Simple and Conflict-Affected Economies
The effectsof a drought shock in a simple,less complexeconomywill be concentratedin the
rural sector.The impactsare likelyto be particularlysevereon those involvedin self-provisioningand
in marginal environments. Outside the rural economy, the direct impacts may be relatively limited.

Impacts on the balance of paymentsfrom reducedagricultural productionwill depend on resource
endowmentsand import requirementsfor droughtcrisis management.In terms of governance,there is
often a lack of awareness of the severity of the crisis because those in the capital city are insulated by

subsidies and food imports from the early impacts of the drought. At least in the first instance,
governmentmay choose not to take any action. Indeed, unless there is good governancethat is
sensitiveto the impacts of the shockon the rural economy,there is a real dangerof a drought-famine
syndrome.Examples include some Sahelian countries in 1969-74 and again in 1982-84 (Glantz
1987). However, the effects of the drought on the balance of payments and the financing of additional

droughtresponsemeasureswillput pressureson governmentto respond.
Countries affected by conflict become economicallyless complex: they are effectively
experiencinga process of underdevelopment.Infrastructureand productivecapital are destroyedor
suffer from lack of maintenance.Markets becomeless integrated.Potentiallyvulnerableareas and
groups becomeless resilientwith lack of tools and inputs and depredationsby foragingcombatants.
Impactsof shocksare, therefore,intensifiedwithinthe immediatelyaffected area becausethey cannot
be more widelydiffused. This was the situation in Ethiopiaand Eritrea prior to the collapse of the
Derg, in Mozambiqueup to the Peace Accord,and still in drought-proneSomaliaand Sudan (Webb
and others 1992,Macraeand Zwi 1994,Jean 1993).
The impacts of drought in both simple and conflict-affectedeconomies are likely to be
concentratedin the rural sectorand have less generalrecessionaryimpact.Consequently,moretargeted
interventionsare needed,for example,in the form of food distributionsor rural works programsin the
immediatelyaffectedareas (Tesfayeand others 1991,Webb and others 1992).Thin marketsand lack
of integrationoften necessitateseparate paralleldistributionsystemsfor relief transport,storage, and
distribution.These measuresare likely to be both more effectivein providingrelief and more costeffectivethan indirectfiscal and monetarymeasures.
The appropriateresponseof a donor must also dependstronglyon the governancesituation.If
there is an effectivegovernmentin whichthe donor has confidence,generalsupport with financialor
program food aid may still be an appropriate response to complementdirect relief. Where a
governmentis less effectiveor evennontherapeutic,the use of indirectcharnels is more appropriate.
Examplesappear to includeMalawi and Mozambiquein' 1992-93, some of the Sahelianeconomies
duringthe droughtsof the early 1970sand 1980s,and the Horn of Africaup to the early 1990s.
Dualistic, Extractive Economies
An importantissue is the extentto whichthose economieswith relativelyhigh GDP per capita
need emergencyassistance on any substantial scale. The governanceissue also arises. Botswana,
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Namibia, and South Africa would appear no longer to require substantial external assistance in
response to a drought crisis. However, the interacting effects of conflict and economic decline leave the
people of some countries with large extractive sectors vulnerable to any exogenous shock. Government
and indigenous NGOs have to determine in consultation with their partners, the United Nations, and
international NGOs whether the international community can play a useful complementary role in a
drought crisis.

Additional Resources for Drought Crisis Management
The final issue to consider is whether the collective effort involving all these instruments and
donors is commensurate with the scale of the financial problem created by a crisis. Unless there is an
adequate, additional response to a drought in these terms, a heavy burden is imposed on both the public
and private sectors of the affected economy, crowding out other expenditure and so implying
developmental costs.
A good test case is the "successful response" to the drought in southern Africa in 1992 and
1993. The overall costs of relief operations in the region amounted to at least US$4 billion (Mugwara
1994). The foreign exchange costs of food imports and logistics were around US$1.6 billion, excluding
South Africa. In addition, countries suffered loss of export earnings and governments suffered loss of
revenue from the drought-related recession. However, the increase in total net aid disbursements during
1992 and 1993 from 1990 and 1991, again excluding South Africa, was slightly less than US$1.5
billion. Substantial increases in aid were already scheduled for Zambia and Zimbabwe to support
structural adjustment. This suggests that the additional international resources, including all the food
aid and emergency relief mobilized in response to the crisis, accounted for at most one-third of the
direct costs of the drought relief program, without making any compensating allowance for the loss of
export earnings. In addition, at least a third of the international response involved credits, thus,
increasing the official debt.
The greater part of the drought response in southern Africa had to be financed by the affected
countries, which reallocated expenditure within budgets already constrained by adjustment programs.
Overall, a substantially greater international response on a grant basis would have contributed to
reducing the negative developmental effects of the drought.

Drought Mitigation and Preparedness Strategies
Drought mitigation strategies have traditionally been defined in terms of improving food
security at the national and household levels. Furthermore, such strategies have often been concerned
with increasing long-run productivity rather than reducing output variability and so have only indirectly
addressed problems of drought. Governments and donors have typically been most concerned about the
possible implications of a further drought in the immediate aftermath of the last one. During this
period, certain additional mitigation measures are discussed and sometimes implemented, including
some investment in water resources. But, unless there is another drought, there has been little sustained
interest by either the public or private sectors in mitigating the potential economic impacts of future
disasters.
Farmers, particularly subsistence producers, have probably been the most consistently
"drought-conscious" economic group in SSA. However, there is some evidence, for example, in
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southernAfricaand evenamongsubsistencefarmers,that morewidespreadmonocroppingto increase
productivityhas graduallyreplacedtraditionalrisk-averse,low-input,mixed farmingsystemsover the
past thirty years (WorldBank 1995c).This trend,which is partly a consequenceof deliberatepolicies,
such as pan-territorialpricing for maize to enhance food self-sufficiency,has potentially increased
vulnerabilityto drought.
There are, in fact, a numberof ways in which preparednessmeasurescan reducethe impacts
of drought.This studyhas focusedparticularlyon governmentand donorresponsesfollowingthe onset
of a drought. Nevertheless,it also suggests conclusionsin terms of appropriateand higher priority
drought mitigationmeasures.Theseare detailedbelow,after reviewinga vital issue-the funding of
such measures.
Governmentsin drought-pronecountries can support drought mitigation measures both
through direct investmentsand via policy instrumentsto influencethe actions of the private sector,
includingindustryand agriculture.The formerentailclear opportunitycosts in countriesalready facing
difficultdecisionsin the allocationof scarce public resources.However,particularly in intermediate
economieswhere governmentsmay find themselvesmeetingincreasinglylarge portions of any relief
costs, the returns to drought investmentsmay be high. Drought mitigation investmentsalso entail
capital outlays for the private sector,funded either by borrowingor plowingback profits. However,
such expendituresare not necessarilyhigh but may simplyinvolvealternativechoicesof technologyor
modificationsin existingpractices.
The most important instrumentsavailable at the hands of the internationalcommunityin
supporting mitigation measures in drought-vulnerablecountries include project and technical
cooperationfunds, SAP and other economicframeworks,and moregeneral research-orientedfunding.
Donors may also be able to incorporatedrought mitigationmeasuresinto developmentprojects. In
identifyingand appraising potential projects, donors could also undertake assessmentsof drought
vulnerabilityas part of the wider risk assessmentproposal to help ensure that any necessarydrought
mitigationmeasuresare built into projectsand that projecttargets are not unrealisticallyoptimistic.In
terms of conditionsattached to external assistance packages,any conditionsregardinggovernment
spendingneed to be reviewedcarefullyto ensure that drought mitigationinvestmentsare not being
seriouslycurtailed.
Understanding Drought Processes
There is a needto encouragelinks amongtechnical,scientific,and social scienceresearch.The
importanceof this cannotbe overstated(SADC 1993b,WorldBank 1995c,Wilhite1993)
Early Warning Systems
Early warning systems (EWSs) have developed using both narrowly technical and more
general socioeconomicdata to measure the vulnerabilityof African economies and societies and
changingconditions.Taking as an examplethe 1991-92 drought in southernAfrica, where technical
systemswere relativelygood, a numberof issues emergerelatingto the nature and particular merits
and limitationsof such systems. EWSsgraduallyrevealedthe full scale of the drought impactover a
periodof four to fivemonths,betweenNovember1991and April 1992,ratherthan immediatelyand so
were most valuablewhenused in conjunctionwithflexibledroughtreliefand rehabilitationprograms.
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EWSs are particularly important in providing information on the social dimension of droughts
and are, therefore, especially important in ensuring policy sensitivity to smaller shocks and also for
successful targeting. The organization of EWSs depends a lot on issues of governance, as well as
differences of economic structure and resource endowments. The situation in the Sahelian countries is,
for example, different from that in the Horn of Africa or the SADC region (Buchanan-Smith and
Davies 1995).

Meteorological Forecasting and Climatic Change
The rapid and impressive advances in climatic research and weather forecasting systems are
likely to provide earlier and more reliable predictions of drought events. When these developments are
combined with the possibilities of computerized geographic information systems (GIS), there is
considerable scope for pinpointing more precisely the areas of greater vulnerability and the drought
risks impinging on economic activities and social groups.
A critical element in EWS is improved meteorological forecasts. These would effectively
reduce some of the "shock" element of drought, assuming that they are updated frequently and that
drought pronouncements are not made out of the blue. At least in the southern African context,
considerable data already exist that are not being fully exploited (Gibberd and others 1995), suggesting
scope for providing useful forecasts. However, climatologists also point to the deterioration in basic
data from terrestrial stations in many parts of Africa, weakening the underlying informational basis of
research and operational forecasting (Hulme 1995).
Furthennore, weather forecasts alone are not sufficient; information has to be made available
in a fonr that is meaningful to key institutions and policymakers, including those responsible for public
finances and monetary policies as well as those working in agriculture and water supplies. Moreover,
these individuals require the analytical tools and the authority to exploit and respond appropriately and
promptly to this information, whereas individual farmers require access to appropriate seed and other
agricultural inputs. This point is critical. Information provided by EWSs has not always been heeded
promptly, and there is no reason to believe that improved meteorologicalforecasts will be better used.41
Further investigations of the reliability, use, and advantages of existing forecasts in the Sahel and
equatorial East Africa could throw up some useful lessons on these issues.
Improved seasonal forecasts offer more tangible benefits, allowing farmers, at least in
principle, to minimize losses by planting more drought-resistant crops or early maturing crops,
depending on levels and timing of the rains (Gibberd and others 1995). However, these forecasts raise
difficult dilemmas for governments in selecting appropriate economic policies. For example,
precautionary stock building has real costs, and the imposition of an export ban can also upset prior
commitments, threatening a country's reputation as a reliable supplier. Droughts can simultaneously
deeply suppress effective demand, increase demand for credit, and exert heavy inflationary pressures
on the economy, as demonstrated in the case of Zimbabwe in 1992-93. These impacts imply
conflicting policy measures, the first two urgently require lower interest rates to help ensure early
For example, despite meteorological information, including satellite data, as well as collation of physical
data by several early warinig networks followinig inadequate long rains (April-May) in Kenya in 1992, an
interniatiolial appeal was not made until October. Altliouglhlow long rains in the following year indicated that
the food situation would worsen, it was not until the end of 1994 that a further international appeal was made.
Figures on the shortfall were niotfinializeduniitilearly 1995 (WorldBank 1995a).
4'
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recoveryof the economy,whereasthe latter requireshigherrates. In practice,govermnentshaveoften
continuedto pursue existingpolicies,but the benefitsof adjustingpoliciesis an area that needsfurther
research.
The distinctiveand systematiccountry and regional rainfall patterns revealed by climatic
research imply not only different probabilities of extreme drought events but that these are subject to

cyclicaland secularchanges.The recent secular aridificationin Saharan countriesis well recognized.
There is some potentialfor furtheraridification,for example,in southernAfrica;modelingof climatic
changeindicatesthat extremedroughteventsof the intensityexperiencedin the past two decadesmay
becomemore frequent(Hulme1996).Such evidencecouldbe used to formulatebetter rules of thumb
for both macroeconomicsectoraland provinciallevelplanning.
The advent of computerized GISs facilitates the use of combined climatic, soil, and
topographicaldata. These can also be integratedwith data on economicactivities and potentially
vulnerablesocial groups. There is considerableopportunity,therefore,for drought risk mappingthat
could providea basis for preparedness,includingdroughtmitigationinvestments,as well as assisting
the bettertargetingof crisis responsemeasures.
Economic Planning
The possibilityof droughthas typicallybeenignoredin medium-termplanning.This probably
implies that overoptimisticgrowth targets have been set, drought contingencyplans have not been
made, and the risk of drought has not beenadequatelyincorporatedinto budgetaryexercises,sectoral
strategies,or investnment
programming.The risk of droughtshouldbe explicitlyacknowledgedand built
into overall developmentstrategies anidsectoral plans as well as into SAPs. Drought sensitivity
analysis shouldalso be conductedbeforepromotingparticular sectors or subsectors,particularly as
part of any diversificationstrategy.Furthermore,sensitivityanalysiscould systematicallyexplorethe
implicationsof climaticchangefor investmentand wider resourceallocation,in particular,increasesin
the frequency of events beyond the range of currently nornal risk managementpractice. These
suggestionsare reflectedin the recommendations
on areasfor furtherresearchbelowin chapter7.
Water Resource Management
For governmentsconfrontingthe intense financial pressures of adjustment and growing
demandsfor waterthe challengeis to maintaina substantialcushionof noncriticaluse underconditions
of normalprecipitation(Frederiksen1992).This issue cannotbe disassociatedfrom that of investment
in drought proofing. Water tariffs and hydroelectricpower supplies should reflect the long-run
marginalcost of supply,taking accountof new,possiblyincreasinglycostlyinvestmentsto meet future
rises in demand.This would encourageusers to avoidexcessiveuse of water, a practicethat will be
increasinglyimportantas expandingpopulationsand increasingeconomicactivity create additional
demands.Further investmentsshouldalso be made in water resourcedevelopment,whereasreductions
in waste and physical loss, recyclingof water, and improvementsin sanitationshould be promoted
(Winpenny1994). The hydrologicalsituationalso needs to be monitoredcarefullyand continuously
and appropriatemeasurestaken in light of evidenceon changesresultingfrom the direct effects of
humanactivityinteractingwith climatictrends.
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Drought Insurance
In SSA drought insurance is limited, both within agriculture and in water-intensive industries
42 Insurance is not an economicsolutionto potentialdisasters but simply a means by
more generally.
which to transfer risk, changingthe nature of the financial costs and so the economicimpacts of
droughtbut not necessarilyreducingthem. Nevertheless,more widespreadinsurancecouldencourage
the adoption of drought mitigation or water conservation strategies within the industrial and
commercialsectors to the extentthat policieswere conditionalon certainmeasuresbeingtaken or that

premiums reflected levels of exposure to drought. The response of farmers to drought insurance is less
clear. For example, in Australia provision of drought relief has effectively meant that farmers have had
little incentive to protect themselves against future droughts (Allan and Heathcote 1987). Large-scale
commercial farmers in Namibia and South Africa also appear to have adopted farming systems that do
not fully internalize drought risk (Namibia 1997, Rimmer 1996). However, this does not rule out
benefits of public assistance, including assisting a speedy recovery.
The way forward may be to encourage commercial agricultural and water-intensive industries
more generally to internalize risks in both their production decisions and choice of technology through
investment. This might involve both ending nearly automatic drought relief and supporting the
establishment of self-financing insurance mechanisms in countries such as Namibia and South Africa.
From a commercial insurer's point of view, the fact that severe droughts would result in heavy claims
does not necessarily preclude the provision of such coverage. Admittedly, reinsurance is becoming
more and more costly for certain groups, because rates are increasingly calculated on the basis of
actual risk in specific circumstances rather than on global or regional averages. However, there are
creative possibilities that could be explored. For example, it has been suggested on several occasions
that disaster insurance exchange schemes should be set up among countries in different climatic or
geological regions.4 3 Such schemes and the implications for the economywide impacts of drought in
spreading and altering the nature of risk are an important area for further research.

Agricultural and Food Policies
This study has focuseddeliberatelyon the nonagriculturalaspectsof drought.In part, this was
because of a perceived imbalance in previous work. There are, however, context-specific issues of
importance regarding agriculture including:

Miinimum Essential Food Stocks at a National and Decentralized Level
On the basis of the currently limited availability of reliable meteorological forecasts, droughtprone countries should continue to maintain some level of cereals reserves, as demonstrated by the
experience of Zambia and Zimbabwe in 1992. However, individual countries need to review the
acceptable level of risk and appropriate size of reserves. These are costly to maintain, and countries
may, therefore, consider holding part of the reserve in financial forn instead. This funding, held in
For example,there is someform of crop insuranceavailablein Zambia. In 1992the Zambian State
InsuranceCompaniyestimiiated
that claimsfrom more than 9,500farmerswould exceedKsh600million
(Mulwalnda1995).The record of falling crop insuranceschemesin developingcountrieshas been almost
uniformlynegative(Wrightand Hewitt 1993).
43 For example,suclha schemelhasbeen suggestedby the Allianceof Small Island States,although it has not
actuallybeen implemented(IIED 1992).
42
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domestic currency or foreign exchange or both, depending on specific country circumstances, could be
used to purchase food imports as required or, as suggested by the World Bank (1995c), placed in a
revolving fund to support private sector import activity. Governments could also elect to set aside
contingency funds for more general drought emergency purposes.

Market Liberalizationt
Across much of SSA, producer and consumer prices are being decontrolled and agricultural
markets deregulated. This potentially permits earlier market responses to drought, dampening large
price increases and reducing the need for large-scale provision of food aid. However, increasing
liberalization of food imports across SSA could imply that El Nifio/Southem Oscillation-related
droughts result in increasing demand for commercial imports. Such policies also need to be
complemented by carefully targeted interventions to support the most vulnerable groups who will not
be able to procure food at (probably) inflated prices during periods of drought. In addition, careful
coordination is also required to ensure that the government and donors are able to monitor scheduled
food imports and any potentially food deficit not covered during a drought. Evidence suggests that
governnents should resist the temptation to reimpose controls, such as an export ban or consumer price
subsidies, in a drought emergency.

Diversification of Crops
It is important to ensure that crops are suitable to local growing conditions. In some countries
this may entail a reversal of policies that have promoted the production of food staples such as maize at
the expense of more stress-tolerant millets, which may be more appropriate in areas of more marginal
rainfall. A reversal of gradual trends toward monocropping back to intercropping of more droughttolerant crops could also reduce vulnerability to drought.

(CropVarietal Development and Pronmotion
There is potential to improve the productive potential of more stress-tolerant varieties and
make these plant types widely available.

Irrigation
Most of the irrigation in SSA depends on interannual storage and suffers from poor system
management, rendering it highly drought sensitive. There are, therefore, difficult issues that need to be
confronted in balancing returns to further investment and better management of available supplies.
Furthermore, future growth in agricultural productivity in SSA will depend partly on the expansion of
irrigation.
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Overall, there is abundant evidence that traditional farming and pastoral systems were well
adapted to rainfall variability, apart from infrequent extreme events. The direction of change under
demographic pressure and the forms of intensification of production encouraged by public policy may
have increased the exposure of many systems. The challenge in a more liberal economic environment is
to find ways of both enabling agricultural production to expand, while internalizing risks and buffering
the most vulnerable against unacceptably high social impacts.
Drought Contingency

Planning

The droughts of the early 1970s and early 1980s gave impetus to the CILSS44and Club du
Sahel initiatives. The mid-1980s crisis resulted in the Inter-Governmental Authority on Drought and
Development (IGADD) involving countries of the "Greater Horn" of Africa. Since the 1991-92
drought, govenmments, the IFIs, and bilateral donors have accorded an increased emphasis to
contingency planning for southern Africa (e.g., SADC 1993a, Callihan and others 1994, World Bank
1995c). Discussion following that emergency highlights some experiences relevant to future
contingency plans:
The appropriate role of food security stocks or financial contingency reserves is unresolved
partly because market liberalization and greater regional integration are changing the
parameters for future contingencyplanning (SADC 1993b).
*

Postdisaster recovery, including seed supply and livestock rehabilitation, is generally
poorly handled (ODI 1997, Friis-Hansen and Rohrbach 1993).

*

Emergency, water supply interventions are widely ineffective in assuring or augmenting
supplies during a drought and are not properly integrated with health measures (Taylor and
Mudege 1992, Clay and others 1995, Mason and Leblanc 1993).

*

Credit mechanisms are often not in place to assist affected producers.

*

Employment-generating, livelihood-sustaining rural works activities have an important
potential role in highly drought-vulnerable areas and also as part of antirecessionary measures
(Webb and others 1992, Webb and Moyo 1992).
Drought mitigation needs to be incorporated into long-term poverty programs, including
rural employment and income and food transfer activities. But this should be done in ways
that do not create unsustainable welfare dependence in more vulnerable areas and groups.
Furthermore, the prevalent assumption that these should be food for work or food-based
income-supplementing programs should be challenged. In increasingly better integrated
and more complex systems, cash for work, food coupons, and other cash transfer
mechanisms may be more efficient than food-based interventions (Dreze and Sen 1989).

Overall, there are many things that can be considered in terms of drought mitigation at
different levels:

44

Comitepermianenit
inter 6tatsde luttecontre la s6clheresse
au Sahel (InterstateCommitteefor the Fight

against Drouglht in the Sahel).
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*

National, highly context-specific activities

*

Regional issues, including meteorologicalforecasting, EWSs and logistics systems

*

Some Africawide issues, including in particular further technical and multidisciplinary work on
the understanding of drought processes and their policy implications.
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CHAPTER 7:
CONCLUSIONS
The followingare the main conclusionsand policyimplicationsarising from this paper.

Economywide Impacts of Drought
Drought shocks have large, but highly differentiated, economywide impacts. The likely
frequency, scale, and character of these impacts depend on the interaction of economic
structure and resource endowments, as well as on more immnediateshort-term economnic
factors.
*

Counterintuitively, some of the relatively more developed or "complex" SSA economies,
such as Senegal, Zambia, and Zimbabwe, may be more vulnerable economically to
drought shocks than less developed and more arid countries, such as Burkina Faso, or than
countries such as Somalia that are undergoing conflict-related emergencies. As econornies
become more complex and diversified, they become less vulnerable to drought. This
suggests an "inverted U"-shaped relationship between the level of complexity of an
economy and its vulnerability to drought.

*

Regardless of differing economywide consequences, droughts in SSA invariably have
severe negative food security implications for certain segments of the population. These
impacts occur at various levels in economies (household, sectoral and regional).

*

In the least developed countries, drought should be viewed and treated less as an
exogenous shock, as is currently done, and more as a structural problem.

Climatological Issues
lThisstudy emphasizes the importance of resource endowments, to drought vulnerability,
but does not examine climate change issues in any detail. However, the actual rainfall
patterns in the Sahel and southeast Africa in the last twenty years suggest some increases
in drought risk; the modeling of long-run global climatic scenarios provides no basis for
complacency on this issue.
Further climatic research is essential to strengthening understanding of the forcing
mechanisms behind rainfall variability. This research will require modeling as well as
statistical analysis. At the level of individual countries and agroecological regions, further
investigations of the interseasonal variability of rainfall and identification of patterns and
possible changing relations would contribute to better understanding of the agroclimatic
aspects of drought and provide a building block for more refined meteorological
forecasting.
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An investigation of the reliability, extent of use, and benefits of existing meteorological
forecasts provided in the Sahel and equatorial East Africa would help clarify the merits of
investing substantial resources in the development of improved weather forecasts
elsewhere in SSA. It could also offer useful lessons on the types of forecast information
that could be most usefully provided.

Drought Mitigation and Response
Both strategies to mitigate the impacts of drought in the long term and effective responses
to specific shocks have to be sensitive to differences in economic structure, resource
endownment,and prevailing economic circumstances. Policies are likely to be poorly
calibrated if they are based on Africawide or even more general prescriptions for drought
mitigation.
*

The articulation of strategies for distinct subregions finds support in the current state of
scientific understanding of climatic variability. The long-run problem of aridification in the
Sahel, the quasi-cyclical weather patterns of southeast Africa, and the classically random
patterns of East Africa are broadly coterminous with the CILSS, SADC and IGADD
regions. However, from a climatic viewpoint, at least two large countries, Sudan and
Tanzania, should be more involved in regional drought mitigation policy with CILSS and
IGADD countries respectively. This underlines the need for understanding country-specific
patterns and developing predictors that can be used in economic management and longterm planning.

*

In responding to a drought, financial aid for balance of payments and budgetary support
should have the highest priority in more complex SSA economies, although carefully
targeted food aid interventions may also be required. Large-scale targeted interventions
should be the primary modality of response in simpler and conflict-affected economies.
Targeted interventions may also be required in dualistic economies with large extractive
sectors. The appropriate balance of response in all three cases also depends on the quality
of governance in the drought-afflicted economies. Taking a long-term perspective, the
processes of increasing integration of economies more widely and liberalizing food markets
imply a shift of emphasis to financial assistance more generally and the use of cash-based
targeted interventions that sustain livelihoods rather than supporting food security with
relief food.

*

There has typically been little sustained interest in drought mitigation on the part of either
governments or donors, except in terms of improving food security. Any such strategies
have traditionally been defined in terms of improving food security at the national and
household levels, often focusing on the production of only one food crop. However, there
are a number of other ways of reducing the impact of a drought through, for example,
improved water conservation and management, increased planting of drought-tolerant
plants, and ensuring that the risk of drought has been adequately built into strategies for
promoting economic diversification.

*

Economic investment and water resource management strategies should be formulated on
the basis of the best available long-term scientific data for a particular region. This
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conclusion is illustrated by the increasing vulnerability of the Kariba Zambezi system to
extreme climatic conditions from the mid-I980s.
Economic drought mitigation, relief, and rehabilitation instruments should not be regarded
as separate, more or less autonomous areas of policy action. Instead, donors both
collectively and individually should seek to ensure the better integration and greater overall
coherence of individual programs and policies. The most appropriate and also the most
likely balance of actions (which are not necessarily the same) will depend on the country
policy environment.
There are likely to be two overlapping monitoring systems concerned with food security
and economic issues. The former would be more effective if information on rainfall and the
agricultural and food situation were more regularly integrated into economic monitoring.
Similarly, those monitoring economic performance should take a closer interest in the
interpretation and use of teclnical and scientific information on rainfall.

Drought and Structural Adjustment Programs
A weakness in recent policy practice has been a failure to take potential drought shocks
into account in fomulating medium-term economic strategies, for example, in the
formulation of SAPs. This study gives further support to the argument that the formulation
of SAPs should be sensitive to drought. It is not clear that this implies redefining mediumterm policy goals, assuming they are based on a realistic assessment of the economic
environumentrather than the most favorable assumptions. Rather, it implies that there ought
to be some element of preparedness. In designing SAPs, thought should be given to what
would be required if there were to be a severe drought or, indeed, some other major
economic shock. This exercise might be based in part on exploring, as has been done in
this study, one or more recent shocks. On a positive note, since the 1991-92 drought, there
are indications in southern Africa of serious attempts to rectify this omission.
The
I cases examined suggest that when a drought shock occurs in the context of a SAP
some combination of the folloxvingresponses may be appropriate:
*

Rephasing of some policy objectives

*

Redirection of already committed resources, underutilized because of the shock

*

Rapid commitment and disbursement of additional external resources.

*

Sustaining a SAP should not oblige a government to finance its drought response in ways
that intensify the recessionary effects of the shock on the domestic economy.

Areas for Further Economic Research
The impacts of drought mediated through intersectoral linkages are complex. Without
more sophisticated modeling, these effects could be addressed only superficially in this
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study. However, the study has suggested a broad framework within which some of these
issues can be explored in more detail at a country-specific level.
The complexities of economic structure and resource endowmentjustify closer exploration
of the dynamics of highly drought-vulnerable economies through economic models. The
objective of modeling would be to inform broader policy with a better understanding of the
consequences of economic changes rather than to fine-tune short-term economic policy. It
could be most beneficial to explore ways in which existing models employed in economic
forecasting and policy analysis-for example, the World Bank Revised Minimum
Standard Models (RMSMs)-might be adapted to take account of drought. Further
research is also required on the underlying behavioral relationships between drought
shocks and economic and policy variables, both as a prerequisite for any modeling of
drought shocks and to contribute toward a better understanding of appropriate policy
responses.
*

The effects of drought on public expenditure should be explored in detail through country
studies. For example, how have governments financed additional expenditures or handled
reallocation of expenditures and with what consequences?

*

Drought shocks clearly have important implications for the pace of implementation and
success of SAPs. This study has considered some preliminary evidence of the intricate and
complex relationship between the two and suggested some scope for offsetting any adverse
impacts. However, further research is needed to provide governments and policymakers
with careful advice about hiow to respond to the risk and actual occurrence of drought
shocks during periods of economic reform.

*

The modeling of drought impacts should take into account established regional rainfall
patterns, probably by investigating countries from each of the three regions distinguished
by climatological research-the Sahel, southeast Africa and East Africa, and the Horn.
There are also three complementary sets of scenarios that would be useful to explore.
First, economic performance could be projected on the basis of parametric values
reflecting "normal" or mean rainfall. Second, rainfall variability could be built into the
simulation analysis as a random process but reflecting the specific rainfall pattern of each
region. Subsequently, it will be especially useful to discover whether the results of this
more complex modeling could be closely approximated by some more simple rule, such as,
for example, one serious drought event every five years. Third, the efficacy of
meteorological forecasting should be investigated. This might, for example, be done by
taking forecasts for a specific region and examining the consequences of correct and
incorrect forecasts over the range of wet to dry quintiles currently produced. This would
require the introduction of some simple decision rules on, for example, cereal stocks and
food imports into the modeling.

Ultimately, there is no single set of policies or mitigation and relief measures that can be
implemented anywhere and at any time to combat the impacts of drought. Success stories have owed
much to chance occurrences, such as high commodity export prices, to specific country circumstances,
as well as to deliberate policies and actions. Nevertheless, there are lessons to be learned from country
experiences in developing strategies to reduce the economywide impacts of droughts.
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AppendixTable 1: Resultsof OLSregressionanalysison the relationshipbetweenGDP and agriculturalsectorgrowthand drought (a)
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0.24
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Manufacturing
Coefficient
on drought
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GDP of sector
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(0.0)

0.00

0.00
(0.0)

-0.06

0.43
(4.0)

0.03

GDP at factorcost except in the casesof Senegaland Zambia. Theresults are basedon regressionsusingthe followingdroughtvariables,all in deviationbelow periodmean level indices:
BurkinaFaso- FAO nationalrainfallindex; Ethiopia- maize,sorghumand teff yieldsweightedby their sharesin output; Kenya - March-Junerainfallat Nairobi(Kenyattaairport)rainfall
station;Senegal- groundnutyields, laggedoneyear; Zambia - Februaryrainfallaf Monguand Livingstonerainfallstations;and Zimbabwe- nationalFebruaryrainfall.
b ManufacturingGDP data not availablefor the full periodof analysis
F-test or t-test significantat 5% level of confidence(usingone-tailedt-tests)
F-test or t-testsignificantat 1% level of confidence(usingone-tailedt-tests)
Source:Benson1994
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Appendix Figure 1: Burkina Faso, economic performance and rainfall
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Appendix Figure 2: Ethiopia, economic performance and rairnfall
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Appendix Figure 4: Senegal, economic performance and rainfall
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Appendix Figure 5: Zambia, economic performance and rainfall
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Appendix Figure 6: Zimbabwe, economic performance and rainfall
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